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Glossary

afghani (“afs”)

Afghanistan’s national currency; 50 afghani = US$1

aqsaqal

elder (Turkmani/Uzbeki), literally, “white beard”

arbab

the community elder, usually the head of the shora, who is responsible to the government for the affairs of the community

ataliq

governor, ruler (subordinate to the Great Khan) (Turkish)

azad

free, unrestricted

band

dam, barrier, blockage

buriya

reeds used in the production of matting

charak

unit of weight, equal to 4 pau or 1.77 kilograms (Kabul)

chashma

spring, sub-surface flow in river

daqiqa

one minute (60 seconds)

darak

minor bifurcation in a secondary or tertiary canal

darya

river

dasht

desert, wilderness, wasteland

dawlat

government, state

deh

village, settlement

farsiwan

an individual, clan or community whose mother tongue, or primary language of communication, is Farsi (Dari).

gau

cow, ox

girau

the pawning of land or other property for a given period against
an agreed sum of money

hashar ab

a system of water sharing agreements between primary canals
or along one primary canal

hashar kar

community maintenance contribution on canals, imposed on irrigators as part of their social obligations

jerib

approximately one-fifth of a hectare

jihad

literally “struggle”, generally used to mean Holy War, though
technically the term can denote any moral struggle against corruption, or for social, political or religious reform or revival

juftgaw

a variable measure of canal-irrigated land used as a basis for
apportioning water, labour and yield tax (Herat); reflects area
ploughed by two oxen for different soil types and land slopes;
directly proportional to irrigated area and often approximated
by jerib

joy

canal, ditch, open drain irrigation channel (small or medium)

karez

underground canal system that taps aquifers by gravity through
a series of underground galleries or tunnels; often extends many
kilometres before surfacing to provide water for drinking and irrigation; karez comprise three sections – water collection, water transportation and distribution

1
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kharwar

unit of weight, equal to 80 ser or 566.4 kilograms (Kabul)

khazanadar

treasurer, book keeper

kohna

old, ancient

kok bash

water master of secondary canal network (Kunduz)

kol

marsh, swamp

lukh

reeds, used for roof material

mawin

deputy, assistant

mahalla

sub-division of a large community or town; district or suburb

mahr

dowry; marriage gift given to a woman by her husband-to-be

maldar

pastoral nomads, a term usually synonymous with kuchi

malik

clan or tribal head; representative of a mahalla

man

unit of weight equivalent to approximately 4 kilograms; also referred to by European authors as maund (Herat)

mardikar

the ratio of community-labour (hashar kar) any individual is required to perform as part of the social obligations as an irrigator

mash

mung bean

masjid

mosque

mazar

grave, cemetery

mirab

water master

mujahid (pl. mujahidin)

individual(s) who participate in jihad

mullah

village religious leader and prayer leader

munshi

secretary, scribe

naib

deputy, governor (19th to early 20th century Afghanistan)

nasir

assistant, deputy, helper, defender

nisba kar

sharecropping system under which the profits are split equally
between landlord and sharecropper

nobat

irrigation turn

pardah

literally, “curtain”; generally refers to the concealment of
women from all but close kin

pau

weight equivalent of 975 grams (Kabul)

qala

fort, fortified compound

qaradat

contract, pact; legal or official (i.e. written) agreement as opposed to a verbal compact

qaradati

contractual

qaum

extended family, clan

qawala

title deed

rishwat

bribe, under-the-table payment (often for services rendered)

roz

day

saat

hour

sarband

literally, “head dam”; off-take of primary canal from river

sarparast

supervisor, caretaker, warden
v
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seh yak

“one-third sharecropping”, under which the sharecropper receives only one third of the yield

shab

night

Sharia

Islamic legal code (which in Afghanistan refers specifically the
Hanafi legal school)

shora

traditional community council of elders

ser

unit of weight, equal to 7-14 kilograms of grain (location dependent)

wakil

deputy; in Herat, the term is also used for the primary canal water master

wasita

advocate, intermediary

wolayat

province

woleswali

district administrative region (sub-provincial)

zahbur

drainage canal

Abbreviations and Acronyms
ADB

Asian Development Bank

AREU

Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit

DACAAR

Danish Committee for Aid to Afghan Refugees

EC

European Commission

EIRP

Emergency Irrigation Rehabilitation Programme (World Bank-financed,
FAO-implemented)

EU

European Union

FAO

Food and Agriculture Organisation

GAA

German Agro-Action

KRBP

Kunduz River Basin Project

NSP

National Solidarity Programme

RBA

River Basin Authority

VBIED

Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device (car bomb)

WUA

Water Users Association
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1.

Introduction

This study was undertaken as part of the Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit’s applied thematic research project “Water Management, Livestock and the Opium Economy”,
in cooperation with the Danish Committee for Aid to Afghan Refugees (DACAAR) in Ghazni
and Herat and German Agro Action (GAA) in Nangarhar and Kunduz. This is the second report on community and social water management and builds on the initial survey work carried out in November and December 2005. The first report, Water Management, Livestock
and the Opium Economy: Social Water Management, was published in May 2006.
The overall objective of this research was to undertake a comparative examination of the
operation, effectiveness and impact of social water management systems in three study
sites. The focus of the research was to explore the water management situation at the
community level. In particular, it set out to identify the community-agreed deliverables,
whether the system actually delivered what is expected of it and, if not, the reasons for
shortfalls. As a result, it seeks to examine and identify the strategies adopted by communities and water masters to address stresses within the system. This includes adaptive
changes made by farmers in response to water shortages and failings in the social management, how this impacts social cohesion, cropping patterns and livelihoods, particularly
for vulnerable or marginalised groups.
While there have been very few interventions in terms of engineering or social programmes
in the three study sites, the paper also examines the impact of DACAAR’s technical and
social interventions in one of the study sites. The study was undertaken in the summer of
2006 during the low flow season and hence focuses particularly on the coping mechanisms
employed in all three study sites at a period of actual, or potential, water scarcity.

1
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2. Methodology
• Three primary research sites, two in Kunduz and one in Herat.
• Field visits to all three sites and adjacent sites over the research period.
• Use of structured and non-structured interviews with both men and women in research areas.
• Physical inspection of relevant irrigation systems.
• Meetings with key implementing agencies and government officials.
• Document research in Kabul.
The two primary research sites in Kunduz province were the settlements of Dana Haji (colloquially “Danaji”) and Afghan Mazar, both of which are located in the Qala-i-Zal district.
In the province of Herat, the primary research site was the settlement of Tunian in the
Pashtun Zarghun district east of Herat city. In Herat, visits were also made to Marwa
(Marabad) and to adjacent settlements on the Atishan canal, such as Qala-i Zawar Khan
and Khalisa.
The author made three day-long visits to Dana Haji and two day-long visits to Afghan Mazar. Three nights and four days were spent in Tunian and one night and two days in Marwa.
Additional days were spent in the towns of Kunduz and Herat.
In each field visit and location the consultant was greatly assisted by AREU’s national research assistants and translators. Meetings, both informal and semi structured, were held
with community leaders and shora representatives in all three primary research sites. Water masters from Dana Haji and Tunian were also interviewed; in the case of Tunian, on
three different occasions. The consultant also met with the treasurer (khazanadar) and a
prominent member of the Atishan Canal Water Users Association from Tunian. In all three
research sites the consultant conducted a series of unannounced, side-of-the road and onfarm interviews of farmers, sharecroppers and shopkeepers. The interviews included land
owners and sharecroppers from both the head and tail of the irrigation systems.
In Kunduz, discussions were held with GAA’s social water management specialist and the
head of the Kunduz River Basin Project. Meetings with DACAAR’s provincial staff in Herat,
and their field officers in Tunian and Marwa provided additional data and background. In
Herat, the consultant also met the regional project officer and chief engineer of FAO’s
EIRP project and the director of the Provincial Department of Irrigation.
AREU’s national female research assistants were given a series of questions to discuss with
women’s focus groups in all three primary research sites. One meeting was held in Dana
Haji, a second was conducted amongst Yusufzai women from Afghan Mazar. In Tunian, four
separate focus groups were held with women from each of the four suburbs (mahallas) of
Tunian.
Discussion of the technical, hydrological aspects of the irrigation systems will be the subject of a future report by AREU’s consultant irrigation engineer. However, in order to obtain an understanding of the physical context for water distribution, the consultant visited
a number of hydrologic structures. In Kunduz this included the Karakuli drain, marsh (kol)
and reed bed, the Lab-i-Darya canal below the village of Dana Haji, the Aq Tepa canal in
its course below and above Afghan Mazar and the bifurcation of the Chahr Gul and Afghan
Mazar secondary canal. In Tunian, site visits included the three bifurcations (seh darak) at
the tail of the Atishan canal below Tunian, DACAAR’s gated control structures in the Tunian secondary canal network, the off-takes (sarband) of the Atishan and Marwa canals and
the disputed in-river “springs” (technically sub-surface flow) that feed the Marwa canal
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during the summer. Most of the course of the Tunian and Khalisa secondary canals was
walked. Such site visits provided an opportunity to interview labourers and land owners
working in the adjacent fields and to discuss irrigation issues with them.
At the end of the research period, a day was spent at the AREU Resource Centre in Kabul
researching secondary data on the research sites for the section dealing with the research
sites’ historical and demographic context.

2.1

Research constraints

The itinerary of the research consultant was redrawn at short notice. A deteriorating security situation in Ghazni province resulted in the abandonment of plans to conduct field research there. To compensate, additional days were spent in the provinces of Kunduz and
Herat.
Security considerations did not allow for overnight stays in the primary research sites in
Kunduz, though this was possible in Pashtun Zarghun district of Herat. The discovery of two
VBIEDs in Kunduz city during the mission’s stay resulted in the imposition of additional security restrictions by GAA, AREU’s partner agency in Kunduz.
Despite requesting interviews and giving prior notice, key community leaders and water
masters in Qala-i-Zal of Kunduz were not available for interview. This was partly due to
wedding celebrations and the fact that the water masters and a large number of labourers
were occupied with constructing and guarding the off-take dam (sarband), as the river
level had dropped considerably the week prior to the field visit.

3
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3. Primary research sites
3.1

Geographic context

The physical and geographic context of the three primary research sites have been described in some detail in the series of reports published by the WOL project during 2006. A
more in-depth examination of the research sites is available in these reports.2
In the context of the present report, it is important at the outset to note that there are
significant climatic and geographic variations between the sites in Herat and Kunduz.
Herat has a higher average rainfall during the crucial planting months of spring (FebruaryMay), but precipitation drops off quickly at the end of April and the average monthly precipitation in May is only 6mm. In Kunduz, the spring rains last into May with the average
monthly precipitation over five times that of Herat, at 32mm.3 There is also a significant
temperature variation between Herat and Kunduz. In Herat, the temperature ranges from
an average low of 2.3°Celsius in January to 29.8°C in July. Kunduz on the other hand is
colder in the winter (2.1°C) but warmer in the summer (31.3°C).4

Kunduz
The two research sites in Kunduz, Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar are both located on the
right bank of the Kunduz River in the district of Qala-i-Zal. Dana Haji is a settlement of
some 40 households located north-west of the district centre of Aq Tepa, and is situated
on a low river terrace above the flood plain. Afghan Mazar has a population of around 100
households and is located to the south-east of Aq Tepa under a spur of western ridge of the
Dasht-i-Awdan plateau. Both settlements have good motorable road access to the district
and provincial centres.

Herat
Tunian is the largest settlement in the study area, with a population of some two hundred
households. It is located on the right bank of the Hari Rod River in the upper reaches of the
flood plain. To the north of Tunian are high hills which have been chronically overgrazed
and are denuded of all but the sparsest scrub. Between the high hills and areas of irrigated
agriculture adjacent to the Hari Rod River is an extensive area of sloping rangeland used
for grazing by the sedentary population and by the nomadic pastoralists. During the late
winter and spring, flash floods and strongly flowing washes, fed by the run-off from the
snows and rains on the hills, rush down steep sided valleys into the Hari Rod, often causing
much destruction to canal banks, fields and even houses.
The boundaries of Pashtun Zarghun district encompasses settlements on both the right and
left banks of the Hari Rod, with the district centre located across the river from Tunian.
During the peak flow periods in the Hari Rod, access to the district offices is severely limited for the population of Tunian as there is no all-weather bridge or ford (shallow part of
a stream or river where one could cross) that provides access to the left bank communities. Tunian lies on the south of the main Herat-Obeh motor road and has good access to
Herat city for its produce.

2

See, J.L.Lee, Social Water Management, May 2006; I. M. Anderson, Irrigation Systems, June 2006; A. Fitzherbert, Livestock and Animal Husbandry, June 2006; A. McEwen & B. Whitty, Land Tenure, June 2006.
3
R. Favre; Gholam Mosawar Khan, Watershed Atlas of Afghanistan, AIMS, Table 59, 174.
4
Favre & Khan, Watershed Altas of Afghanistan, Table 62, 176.
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3.2

Historical and social context

Kunduz
Up until the administrative reforms of the 1930s under King Zahir Shah, the province of
Kunduz was referred to as the province of Qataghan, though the capital was, as it is today,
the city of Kunduz. In 1859, Qataghan was conquered by the then Amir of Kabul, Dost Muhammad Khan. Prior to the Afghan conquest, Qataghan lay beyond the frontiers of the nascent state of Afghanistan, being feudatory of the Amir of Bukhara. At the time, Qataghan
was governed by a hereditary dynasty of Uzbek rulers who held the honorific Turkic title of
ataliq which had been bestowed by the Bukharan ruler.5
In the 1880s the population of Qataghan was estimated at being between 100,000-120,000
people, almost all of whom were Uzbeks of the Qataghan tribe.6 The sparse and poor population of the Kunduz River basin7 survived from the outputs of their herds of sheep, particularly wool and carpets. By the 1880s, a small population of semi-nomadic Pashtun pastoralist (maldars), known to the Uzbeks as “Kandaharis”, were also living in the Kunduz
River basin. However, neither the settlements of Dana Haji nor Afghan Mazar existed in the
1880s.
The Aq Tepa canal was cut before the 1880s, but it is doubtful that this canal is particularly ancient. Limited irrigated agriculture was taking place in the late nineteenth century
and probably earlier. The flood plains of the Kunduz River primarily consisted of uncultivated riverine scrub and marsh. Two varieties of reed (buriya, lukh) were harvested and
provided the raw material for woven flooring (buriya) and roofing materials (lukh). The
marshes were also hunting grounds for game including boar, deer, wolf, hare, partridge,
pheasant grouse and duck.8 The region was notorious for the infestation of mosquitoes and
malaria was one of the prime causes of early death in Qataghan. Malaria still remains a
problem.
Intensive irrigated agriculture was probably first undertaken in the early decades of the
twentieth century by sedentarised Yusufzai Pashtuns who originated from south-eastern
Afghanistan. These Yusufzai owned extensive herds of sheep, goats and camels9, animals
that were unable to adapt to the significant differences in climate between Qataghan and
south-eastern Afghanistan. Their livestock also lacked immunity to local strains of diseases, and there were severe shortages of all-year grazing.
In Afghan Mazar, the Yusufzais faced severe privations as a result of the loss of much of
their stock. The clan head (malik) petitioned the governor of Qataghan10 for land to cultivate crops, and was ceded 740 jeribs under contract (qaradati). The land was divided up in
equal parts between heads of families by the malik and the community settled on the land
which they named Afghan Mazar (“Afghan Graveyard/Tomb”). They then set about clearing

5
For an examination of the rise and fall of the Qataghanid dynasty and the political organisation of what is now
northern Afghanistan see: R.D. McChesney, Waqf in Central Asia, Princeton UP, 1991, 72-112. For the conquest
of Kunduz by the Afghan Muhammadzai Amirs of Kabul see, J.L.Lee, The Ancient Supremacy, Bukhara, Afghanistan and the Battle for Balkh, 1731-1901, Leiden, 260-269.
6
Adamec, L., Historical and Political Gazetteer of Afghanistan, vol. 1, “Badakhshan”, Gratz, 1972, 95-96.
7
Adamec, Badakhshan, 96.
8
An early British explorer who was in Kunduz in 1825 even reported the presence of lions, W. Moorcroft, Travels in the Hymalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab, Karachi (Oxford in Asia reprint), 1979, p. 420.
The “lions” were more likely to have been the now-extinct Oxus tiger.
9
According to the grandson of the malik of the clan, his grandfather owned 15,00 sheep and 2-300 camels.
10
Naib Sher Khan. The title of Naib was used from the middle of the 19th century until the 1930s, from which
point in time provincial governors were referred to as wali.
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the land, draining the marsh, and planting crops. At some point early on, these Yusufzais
along with other contiguous Pashtun communities, cut the Chahr Gul canal.
A second wave of migration occurred in the late 1920s and early 1930s, when Turkman
refugees,11 fleeing Stalin’s collectivisation programme in Bukhara, settled in the uninhabited areas of the Kunduz River basin. Additional agricultural land now farmed by Dana Haji
was acquired by the Turkmans as qaradati land, and was cleared and reclaimed by the
Turkmans from this period. The Turkmans also cut the Dana Haji tertiary canal from the Aq
Tepa.
In Afghan Mazar, Turkman families settled down the slope from the Yusufzais’ land. Gradually the Turkmans purchased much of the Yusufzais’ land cheaply during times of drought
and hardship.12 It seems the Yusufzai experienced considerable difficulty making the transition from pastoralism to agriculture and at least some sold their land cheaply. The Turkman purchase of Yusufzai land in Afghan Mazar is still a subject of dispute between the
two communities.
During the recent war (1979-92) the Pashtun and Turkman populations of Afghan Mazar
fled to Pakistan. The Turkmans fled to Peshawar and the Pashtuns to Baluchistan. Both
communities were engaged in resistance to the Soviet occupation. The Turkmans fought
with the Islamist, anti-royalist Jamiyat-i-Islami, whilst the Yusufzais affiliated with Mahazi-Milli, a Pashtun royalist militia led by Pir Gailani, the spiritual head of the Qadiriyya Sufi
Order.13 The civil war thus divided the population of Afghan Mazar both physically, ethnically and politically. It is not surprising therefore that there are land disputes between the
two communities today.

Herat
The history of irrigated agriculture in Tunian is in marked contrast to that of the Kunduz
River. Both banks of the Hari Rod have been under irrigated agriculture for many centuries; from as early as the fifth century BC, the lower Hari Rod valley has been renowned as
the bread basket of this region of Asia. Over the centuries, the irrigation network of the
middle and lower Hari Rod has been expanded and modified by successive rulers, particularly the Timurids, who in the fifteenth century AD expanded and improved the irrigation
network and even cut completely new canals.14
The Atishan canal, Tunian, the Bahar Ab15 canal, Janda Khan, Ali Afghan, Borya Baf, Turan,
Gawashk, Pushkan and Marwa are all mentioned in the 1904 edition of the Historical and
Political Gazetteer.16 At this period, Tunian’s inhabitants consisted of 200 Pashtuns of the
Ghilzai, Nurzai and Mushkwani tribes, descendants of whom still live in Tunian. The settlement was “embedded in high walled orchards” and had an annual output of 18,000

11

Of the Salar (Salor) tribe.
One leader of the Yusufzais sold 20 jeribs of land for the price of a single camel. A similar scenario was
noted in other AREU research sites in Herat, such as the Pashtun settlements of Gharak and Ser Zal. See, J.L.
Lee, Social Water Management, 41-44. Similar problems were also experienced by other Pashtun pastoralists in
the Obeh valley on the Hari Rod, J.L.Lee, Mirab and Community Irrigation Management in Herat Province,
Mirab Specialist Report, SMEC, Asian Development Bank Western Basins Programme Planning Technical Assistance Mission, June 2005.
13
See, Olesen, A., 1996, Islam and Politics in Afghanistan, Curzon, London, 46
14
A Timurid, burnt brick, covered water cistern still exists at Jinda Khan.
15
However, it is called the “babarab” which is probably a misreading of the surveyor’s Persian notes, see
Adamec, L, “Herat”, p. 426.
16
The data was collected from 1885-1186, Adamec, L., Historical and Political Gazetteer of Afghanistan, vol.
3, “Herat”, Gratz, p. 426.
12
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maunds (man)17 of wheat, the equivalent of 7.2 metric tonnes.18 In addition to this high
yield of wheat, the population of Tunian owned large herds of cattle, horses, sheep and
camels.19 The reference to orchards suggests that the area was even then a major producer
of soft fruit and nuts.
Tunian’s main annual crop is still wheat, with some barley. Wheat is planted in the late
autumn and harvested in July which makes summer crops at least potentially viable. Until
the late 1980s or early 1990s, farmers in Tunian stated that they were growing rice during
the summer months. However, this is now no longer possible as the Atishan canal has insufficient water delivery during the summer months to sustain any field crops, let alone rice
paddy. Tunian’s main summer agricultural output is today confined to the produce of extensive, walled orchards, where the main crops are apricot, mulberry (also used as winter
feed for cattle), peach, apple and grape.
Tunian’s population is today more multi-ethnic than it was a century ago. In addition to
the three Pashtun tribes mentioned in 1904, a number of Barakzai Pashtuns now live in the
settlement. There is also a sizable minority of Farsi-speaking tribes (farsiwan)20 represented by Tarin, Tajik21 and at least one Jamshidi Aimaq family. The old Pashtun clans still
appear to dominate the political and social life. Not all the Pashtun clans, however, are
wealthy or have extensive land holdings. The Ghilzai Pashtuns of the Gawkhoran mahalla
(suburb) are said to be the poorest group in Tunian. They own very little land and the least
livestock.22
Tunian is organised around four mahallas: Qala-i-Kohna (“Old Fort”23); Masjid-i-Jama
(“Congregational Mosque”); Mian Deh (“Middle Village”) and Gawkhoran (“Cow-Eaters”24).
However, unlike Afghan Mazar, where the boundaries between Pashtun and Turkman settlement is well defined, all four mahallas of Tunian are said to contain at least some ethnic mix.
Khalisa, which lies to the north-west of Tunian on the Atishan canal, is not mentioned in
the 1904 Gazetteer, even though today it is a major settlement with water rights of 20
17

One Herati man=approx. 4 kilograms. The Herati weights differ from those in Kabul, where the pau and ser
are used.
18
18,000 “maunds” i.e. man, which at 4 kilograms to the man is equivalent to 72,000 kilograms, or 7.2 (metric)
tonnes.
19
Adamec, Herat. Today hardly anyone owns any sheep or oxen though they do have flocks of goats, See Fitzherbert, Animal Husbandry, AREU, 2006, 33
20
A contraction of the term farsi zaban, “Persian (Farsi) speakers”.
21
Writers frequently use Tajik and farsiwan synonymously, which is incorrect. As noted above, the word farsiwan is used by Afghans not so much an ethnic, as a linguist, designation. A farsiwan is anyone who speaks farsi
as their mother language or tongue (that is they are farsi zaban). There are, for example, Pashtuns living in the
lower Hari Rod who are described as farsiwan, that is they now speak farsi, rather than Pushtu, as their
mother, or primary. tongue. However, whilst they are farsiwan, ethnically they are still Pashtuns.
22
The reasons for this vulnerability may be due to an historic enmity between the dominant Durrani tribe, from
whom all the Amirs of Afghanistan since 1747 are descended to one degree or another, and the Ghilzai tribes
whom they displaced. Many Ghilzai tribesmen had all their property seized and were forcible displaced from
the Ghazni area in 1886 following a rebellion which was ruthlessly crushed by the Amir.For the Ghilzai rebellion
see, Hasan Kakar, Afghanistan, a Study in Internal Political Developments 1880-1896, Kabul 1971, 120-130.
23
Though not a western-style fort, rather the term qala has very much the same meaning as the expression,
“an Englishman’s home is his castle”. The Qala is more a fortified and defendable compound enclosed by high
mud walls with watch towers/turrets at each corner and a substantial, single entrance, usually of large wooden
beams. Inside, the compound has substantial living quarters as well as storage for crops, pens for animals, a
garden and a self-contained water source, such as a well.
24
According to local information this term does not refer to the area where the community waters is cattle but
to a story in which the people of this area are said to have illegally slaughtered and eaten a cow, or ox (gau)
which had wandered into this district.
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juftgaw, the same as Tunian. Of this, 19 juftgaw is owned by a single landlord, whose father, or grandfather was gifted the land by one of the amirs of Afghanistan. Another important land owner, and close associate of the Afghan amirs, owns extensive estates to the
east of Tunian at Zamanabad. This family appears to have exclusive rights to the waters of
the Zamanabad canal, the off-take of which lies above the Atishan canal. When cut in the
early decades of the twentieth century, the Zamanabad canal took at least a percentage
of the water which would have previously been used by the downstream canals, such as
the Atishan. A similar skewing of water distribution in the Atishan primary canal would
have been required with the cutting of the Khalisa secondary canal at the tail of the system.
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4. Irrigation and water sources25
4.1

Kunduz River

Dana Haji is located at the lower end of the Aq Tepa canal’s hydraulic boundaries. Irrigation water is carried from the Aq Tepa primary canal along the Dana Haji secondary canal.
No other community shares any water rights on the Dana Haji canal. The Aq Tepa primary
canal appears to have few problems hydraulically. Apart from regular washing away of the
Aq Tepa sarband, the main problem for the Dana Haji community is the amount of urban
pollution (oil, paint, paper, sewage and plastic bags) from the district bazaar, which makes
cleaning the canal an unpleasant task. The pollutants also wash down to the community
onto their lands. As a precaution the elders have asked the community not to use the water from the canal for drinking, though it is still used for washing and other domestic use.
Afghan Mazar is the tail-end community of the Chahr Gul primary canal. The community
has water rights on the Chahr Gul primary and also a secondary canal, the Joy-i-Afghan
Mazar, which brings irrigated water to land down the slope from the Chahr Gul canal. Both
the Chahr Gul and the Afghan Mazar canals suffer from hydraulic problems which restrict
the flow of water along the canal. Both the Aq Tepa and Chahr Gul primary canals are of
considerable length, more than 20 kilometres long.
River flow levels on the Kunduz River vary considerably from season to season, with
marked spikes at peak flow, which occurs in June, more than a month later than the peak
flow on the Hari Rod.26 This relatively late peak, combined with the prolongation of the
spring rain fall into May (explained above), provides farmers in this district with a longer
period of secure water delivery in the summer months. The longer peak flow and extended
spring rains are two significant factors which ensure the sustainability of summer crops all
along the Kunduz River.

4.2

Herat: Tunian and the Hari Rod

Tunian is located at the tail of the Atishan primary canal, but it is not the last community
to receive its waters. Below the Tunian secondary canals, the Atishan canal divides into
three sizeable secondaries which irrigate the land belonging to Jinda Khan, Ali Afghan and
Khalisa, respectively. The Atishan canal is said to be in the order of 60 kilometres in length
from sarband to tail, making it one of the longest irrigation canals in the Hari Rod basin,
and probably in Afghanistan. Like many other canals in the Hari Rod network, the Atishan
canal suffers from severe cross flooding during the spring, which breaches the earth banks
of the primary canal. River bank erosion also affects the sarband and the upper course of
the canal.
Furthermore, the peak flow period on the Hari Rod is much shorter and ends much earlier,
in early May. River levels drop away markedly from late May onwards and even in a good
season all surface flow in the Hari Rod above the Atishan off-take has disappeared by mid
to end July. In addition, the spring rainfall all but ends at the end of April, much earlier
than in Kunduz. These two factors alone present serious problems for irrigators, since the
demand for the final irrigations of the winter wheat crop, and the first irrigations of summer crops, fail to coincide with the rainy season and the river’s peak flow period.
25

For a detailed examination of the hydrological context see, I. Anderson, Irrigation Systems.
Anderson, Irrigation Systems, figs 8 & 11. The KRBP reported that in the spring of 2006 there was an early
peak in April with a second one mid May to June. The early peak was due to a warm spell in February.

26
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At certain points along the course of the Hari Rod there are substantial sub-surface flows
which local communities refer to as “springs” (chashma), and which are diverted into the
canals to provide summer irrigation. Given the scarcity of water during the summer
months, water rights to these springs are often bitterly disputed by upstream and downstream communities, for the right, or ability, to exploit these springs means the difference
between cultivating and not cultivating a second crop.

4.3

Common hydrological features

None of the three primary canals studies in this report have any permanent structures on
the off-takes (sarbands), nor are there gated structures which control the flow into the
canal head. There is a gated structure in the head of the Marwa canal, the presence of
which has been at least one of the causes of a longstanding water-sharing dispute between
the Atishan and Marwa group of canals (discussed below).
Each sarband consists of traditional structures constructed of
mud, stone and sand bags that
are regularly wash away during
peak-flow periods (Picture 1).
Maintenance of these sarbands is
arduous, labour intensive and
costly to land owners. Repair
teams are mobilized according to
the traditional work-share system, known as hashar kar, under
which arrangement each land
owner is required to contribute
free labour in proportion to the
amount of land owned. All com- Picture 1: The dry sarband (head dam) of the Atishan canal
munities complain about the de- in the bed of the Hari Rod, September 2006.
mands that hashar kar places on
them, both in terms of time and outlay for damming materials. Despite this, major donors
tend to avoid interference with the sarbands, fearing permanent structures or gates may
skew the water allocation and create disputes. Donors have preferred instead to rehabilitate in-canal structures and improve flow and hydraulic efficiency along the primary canal.
Seasonal flooding of low-lying land adjacent to both the Hari Rod and Kunduz Rivers is an
annual event at peak-flow periods. Substantial erosion of river banks with consequent loss
of agricultural land is another common phenomenon in all three study sites. Dana Haji and
Afghan Mazar, however, have benefited from the river’s westward migration: oxbow lakes
left behind by the river’s migration form shallow marshes which are used as rice paddy.
The reed beds are also harvested and the marshlands provide food in the form of fish and
aquatic birds (Picture 2).
In Tunian the southward movement of the Hari Rod appears to have contributed to the
problems of obtaining sufficient head at the off-take of the Atishan canal during the summer low flow periods. The wakil and mirab of the canal both stated that originally the offtake of the Atishan canal was much further upstream and that they were originally part of
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the Marwa group of rightbank canals rather than the
lower block of primarily
left-bank canals. If this information is correct, it
would mean that at one
time the length of the Atishan canal approximately
100 kilometres from head to
tail. The movement of the
canal sarband downstream
and hence down the slope,
would have created problems in terms of obtaining a
sufficient head to push the
water down to the tail of
the canal.

4.4

Picture 2: Marsh and reed beds in oxbow lake, Dana Haji, Kunduz.

Supplementary and seasonal irrigation sources

None of the three study sites have any karez, springs or other irrigation sources other than
from the river, though it is possible that in Tunian some of the seasonal wash water from
the hills to the north is used opportunistically by land owners. However, in Dana Haji and
Tunian some land owners are able to exploit seasonal, supplementary irrigation canals
which irrigate small acreages of land adjacent to the river. Unlike the primary canals these
canals are only a few kilometres in length. The canals are used opportunistically and are
not subject to the kind of policing and allocation regime found on the major canals such as
the Atishan or Aq Tepa. These seasonal canals are not the responsibility of any water masters, and management of irrigation is organised solely among individual land owners who
benefit from their waters.

Kunduz
Dana Haji has had two sources of supplementary irrigation: Joy-i-Lab-i-Darya (“river bank
canal”) and Zahbur-i-Karakuli (“karakuli drain”).
Joy-i-Lab-i-Darya was cut by the community some 15 years ago in order to irrigate an area
of river silt deposited adjacent to the Kunduz River that had been exposed as a result of
the river moving westward. The area of land irrigated by this canal was relatively small —
probably only a few hectares. The canal only had water during the spring and early summer, after which it dried up. It appears to have been mostly used to support the cultivation of rice paddy. The canal was only operational for two years before further migration
of the river meant that the sarband became non-functional. Today the canal is defunct
along its upper course, while the tail of the canal has been cut to drain excess water from
the tail of the Dana Haji canal back into the Kunduz River. The tail of the Joy-i-Lab-i-Darya
is now effectively an extension to the Dana Haji canal.
Zahbur-i-Karakuli lies to the southeast of Dana Haji, between the settlement and the river
bank. It is said to have been cut by an upstream settler from Nangarhar who dug it to drain
his land in the settlement of Karakul, located to the east of Dana Haji. It is uncertain
whether the Turkmans of Dana Haji were living in the area at the time. Certainly the
community was not consulted about the cutting of the drain. Despite this, the community
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has some benefit from the drain’s waters. It is some 1.5-2 metres wide and provides the
water for a shallow marsh which lies in the bed of an old oxbow. Surplus water from the
marsh is drained off through an extension of the drain which runs around the fields of rice
paddy owned by land owners from Dana Haji. The water of the drain finally flows back into
the Kunduz River.
The marsh is privately owned by an absentee landlord, who makes a small profit from the
waters of the drain: The marsh is full of dense reed beds (lukh) which have a commercial
value. At the time of the consultant’s visit, two landless labourers had paid 10,000 afghanis (US$200) for the right to harvest the reeds (lukh) of the upper marsh. In addition,
the drain helps to maintain a high water table in the fields below the marsh which makes
cultivating rice paddy possible. Fields which lie above the drain but adjacent to it are uncultivated.

Herat
In Tunian, the land adjacent to the Hari Rod has seasonal, supplementary irrigation from
three small canals: Joy-i-Bahar Ab (“spring27 water canal”), Joy-i-Mir Asseh, and Joy-i-Zer-i
Joy (“canal below the [Bahar Ab] canal”).
Joy-i-Bahar Ab lies farthest up the slope and provides seasonal irrigation during the spring.
At its tail it also provides seasonal irrigation to at least one private land owner in Khalisa.
The Russian topographical map suggests that originally this canal’s off-take was higher up
but the upper course of the canal
was destroyed by the Ghurak
wash and the sarband and head
of the canal was re-dug further
downstream.
Joy-i-Mir Asseh lies down the
slope from the Joy Bahar Ab and
irrigates a small area of Tunian
land at its head. The bulk of the
water of this canal, however, is
used by the community of Mir Asseh that lies to the SW of Tunian.
Joy-i-Zer-i Joy is nearest to the
river and provides seasonal irrigation to around 200 jeribs (40 hecPicture 3: DACAAR’s schematic map (in Dari) of Tunian
tares) of land belonging to the
showing the various suburbs (mahallas), washes, river and
Tunian community. Originally this
canal networks
canal provided water for around
500 jeribs (100 hectares) of land but some 300 jeribs of agricultural land have been washed
away by the Hari Rod. When the canal ceased to function in the late 1990s, DACAAR widened the Joy-i-Bahar Ab, constructed an aqueduct across the Joy-i-Mir Asseh and diverted
the excess capacity of the Joy-i-Bahar Ab into the Joy-i-Zer-i Joy.
The waters of all three of these short canals are used as supplementary irrigation in the
spring for the winter wheat crop. During the summer months the river level is too low to
get any water into them. None of these three canals are regulated by a mirab and usage is
organised by the adjacent farmers themselves.
27

Spring here is the season and does not refer to a water source.
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5. Community strategies and coping mechanisms
5.1

Allocation systems and terminology

As rainfall in both Herat and Kunduz more or less completely ceases for six months during
the summer, demand for irrigated water increases in the late spring or early summer. This
is also the time when river levels begin to fall off. In order to ensure at least some equitable distribution, irrigators and communities as a whole have longstanding systems of apportionment of irrigated water rooted in common law. In some cases, such as in the lower
Hari Rod, the entitlements are supported by ancient law28 with the water right recorded in
a title deed (qawala), or government contract land (qaradat).
The terminology of the various rotation systems vary from watershed to watershed. In Tunian of Herat the base measure is the juftgaw, in Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar of Kunduz it
is the pau. The principles behind these measures are the same. Water throughout the
length of a primary canal is allocated proportionally to the area irrigated. As such the system aims at a fair and equitable distribution to all. It is one of the primary functions of the
water masters of a canal network to ensure that these rights are upheld and to reduce or
increase the allocation of water down the system according to the amount of water available. As the summer draws on the amount of irrigated water available in any canal is reduced, while the demand for irrigation from communities and individual land owners increases — it is during this period of the year when the work of the water masters is particularly crucial.
At community level, which is the primary focus of this paper, each land owner with irrigation rights has a known water right of X hours (saat) every Y days (roz), where a day is a
period of 24 hours. In some areas, the system is referred to as shab roz, or night-day. The
irrigation interval for individual communities and land owners is generally referred to by
the term nobat, or “turn”.
Structurally, the volume of water is controlled by either permanent or semi-permanent
bifurcations, known as darak. The width of the darak mouth thus varies according to
whether a canal has a greater or lesser water right. When water arrives down the canals,
minor daraks will be closed so that water can be diverted into adjacent canals by blocking
the canal with a temporary dam of earth or stone filled bags or packed mud. These diversion structures are referred to as bands.

Kunduz River basin
On the Dana Haji secondary canal, the nobat of any individual land owner is determined on
the basis of the pau, where one pau is equivalent to 0.44 kilograms (Table 1). The term
jerib is not used here, nor is it widely understood in Afghan Mazar, probably because it is a
measure of area introduced from southern Afghanistan, and the Turkmans prefer their traditional measure. Communities in Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar have problems estimating
the number of pau to jerib. Like the Herati juftgaw (see below), the pau refers to a fixed
and community-agreed area of irrigated land.29

28

On the Hari Rod canals the juftgaw-age was laid down under the Timurid rulers of Herat in the 15th century
AD. The Provincial Department of Irrigation in Herat has a copy of these juftgaw tables which are referred to in
case of dispute between primary canals.
29
The pau-age system is said by the community in Dana Haji to have been a tradition used by the Turkmans
when they lived in Bukhara. In Khalissa in Herat the terem pau is also used, but here it refers to the amount of
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The pau system in Dana Haji is
also based on the area of land on
which one pau of wheat seed is
sown. Larger areas of land are
called, colloquially, charak (that
is, chahr yak, or one quarter),
which is the equivalent to four
pau, or one fourth of a ser, where
a ser in Kunduz (and Kabul)30 is
equivalent to 16 pau (7.076 kilograms).

Table 1: Weights with imperial and metric equivalents
UK Imperial
1 pau

Metric

15.6 oz/0.975 lb 442.3 g/0.44 kg

1 charak (4 pau)

3.9 lb

1.77 kg

15.6 lbs/1.11 stone

7.08 kg

1 kharwar (80 sir) 1,248 lbs/11.14 cwt

566.4 kg

1 ser (16 pau)

Depending on the amount of pauage any secondary or tertiary canal has, the canal is entitled to a certain number of shab roz, or days, of water. Due to the
fact that most land owners own only a few pau (or jeribs) of land, the shab roz is broken
down into hour (saat) and minute (daqiqa), with the minimum unit being 15 minutes.

Hari Rod and the Atishan canal
In the flood plain of the lower Hari Rod River, water rights in major primary canals such as
the Atishan as well as along these canals’ secondary and even larger tertiary canals, is determined by an ancient measure, referred to as juftgaw, literally “a pair of yoked oxen”.31
A juftgaw is a fixed and predeTable 2: Water rights of the Atishan canal communities
termined area of land. Water
(the secondary canals by and large take their names from
flow into the primary and secon- the community which they serve)
dary canals is allocated accordSettlement name
juftgaw
percent
ing to the sum total of juftgaw(head to tail)
entitlement of canal water
age entitlement of the communi6
5 percent
ties on that particular canal (Ta- Gawashk
ble 1).
Postin
6
5 percent
In the case of the Atishan canal,
one juftgaw is reckoned at 120
jeribs (24 h) of irrigable land
(Table 2). This means that in
terms of irrigable land, the Atishan canal has a command area of
14,400 jeribs or 2,880 hectares.
However, there are indications
from DACAAR and ADB surveys in
the Hari Rod, that juftgaw figures on the lower Hari Rod are
more theoretical than actual.32
Even so, juftgaw-age is univer-

Turan

12

10 percent

Aliabad

14 11.67 percent

Qala-i-Nawak

4

3.33 percent

Qala-i-Hajji Jahangir Khan

2

1.66 percent

Qala-i-Zawar Khan

2

1.66 percent

Tunian

20 16.67 percent

Khalisa

20 16.67 percent

Ali Afghan

14 11.67 percent

Jinda Khan

20 16.67 percent

Total

120

100 percent

(wheat) seed traditionally sown per jerib of land, which is reckoned at between 8 to 10 man (32-40 kilograms)
per jerib of land, or 160-200 kilograms per hectare.
30
The ser in Mazar-i Sharif is twice the weight of a Kabuli ser. In Herat the primary weight is man, or 4 kilogram.
31
See, J.L. Lee, Social Water Management, AREU, May 2006; J.L. Lee, Mirab and Community Irrigation Management in Herat Province, SMEC/ Asian Development Bank, June 2005. The community also use the term paiyi gau (“oxen stride”) for a measure of area, 1 pau-yi gau = 2 rob (“ploughs”) or half a juftgaw.
32
DACAAR’s figure for the juftgaw are higher, averaging out at 166.6 jeribs (33.2 h).
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sally accepted by irrigators, canal community leaders and the provincial and district government and is the primary basis on which negotiations and disputes over water rights are
decided.
Juftgaw and pau are also used to determining the mardikar, or labour quota, that land
owners provide during community labour (hashar kar) on the canal, and to apportion out
costs for materials used to repair the sarband or other structural work. The system is also
used to determine the level of fees each land owner is required to pay to the water masters of the canal.
Community leaders and irrigators know the water rights for their particular canal as well as
the rights of individual land owners. Many water masters will have a book in which individual irrigators’ water rights are recorded. The system is self-policing: Neighbours or adjacent communities will monitor other irrigators to ensure that there is no cheating. Individual land owners do not hesitate to complaining to their community shora or the water master if they believe a neighbour is taking more water than he is entitled to.
The juftgaw (and similar systems such as the Kunduz pau) have many benefits, particularly
because they are accepted and upheld by community consensus and are not subject to disputes. Nonetheless, the system can be quite inefficient during the summer months. For
example, a land owner in Tunian who owns no orchards and has not planted any summer
field crops will still be allocated water rights, even though he has nothing to irrigate. Because the water is not reassigned or redistributed, it is left to individual cultivators to decide whether or not to allow a neighbour to utilise unused water rights.

5.2

Social management of available supply

Kunduz and Khanabad rivers
In the Kunduz basin, unlike the Hari Rod (see below), there does not seem to exist a formal
hashar ab system operating between groups of primary canals or individual primary canals.
This is probably because water in the Kunduz River is more plentiful, there is less irrigable
land and the peak flow period of the river itself extends longer into the early summer than
it does on the Hari Rod. However, there is a form of informal, ad hoc, hashar ab system in
place between Kunduz province and Baghlan province, who share the waters of the Baghlan River.
In the summer of 2006, water delivery down the lower Baghlan River dropped off very
quickly in late spring and a delegation of water masters supported by officials from Kunduz’s Department of Irrigation, petitioned the mirabs and officials of Baghlan province for
the release of additional water. As a result of the meeting, Baghlan province and the mirabs of the upper Baghlan River, agreed to release additional water from the control gates
at Pul-i-Khumri and closure the primary canal off-takes downstream in order to let additional water flow to the tail of the Baghlan River. This arrangement was entirely dependent on the good will of the Baghlan authorities and the upstream mirabs, rather than as a
result of any formal agreement, government regulation or national law. In this case, however, the involvement of provincial government officials in the negotiations resulted in a
positive outcome, unlike the situation between the Panj Buluk and Marwa (see below).
Similar informal hashar kar systems are known to have been implemented by the mirab
bashis of the primary canals on the lower Balkh River during the recent years of drought.
Kunduz: Dana Haji. Dana Haji and the Aq Tepa canal lies at the bottom end of the Kunduz
River Basin, but in a year with normal precipitation and river levels, the community does
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not appear to suffer from any irrigation shortages during the summer months. In the summer of 2006, water was still not subject to time restrictions (saat) and individual farmers
were free to take as much water as they required during their allotted irrigation slot. This
situation is quite unusual in Afghanistan, especially for communities located at the tails of
large primary canals. The Aq Tepa canal benefits from the fact that its sarband lies downstream of the confluence of the Khanabad and Baghlan Rivers. It thus draws on the combined resources of the two rivers.
If anything, in a normal year Dana Haji appears to have an excess of water, though community leaders did report that during the recent drought they also experienced severe
shortages and were often unable to raise the water into the Dana Haji canal. The community is located close to the river and the water table is high, particularly along the course
of the Karakuli drain and the Joy-i-Lab-i-Darya. Although the growing season for winter
wheat and barley is long due to the severe cold of winter, all but a small percentage of
Dana Haji’s land is sown with summer crops.33 This is possible even though the community
of Dana Haji is towards the tail of the Aq Tepa canal. Indeed, on the Dana Haji secondary
canal, water delivery is on a very short rotation period, of between 6 to 6.5 days. There
was some disparity between the rotation period given by the kok bashi and
Case Study 1: Dana Haji
some land owners, with the latter stating that they received irrigation every
I.N. of Dana Haji is a Turkman who owns one
8 days rather than 6-6.5 days. No reajerib of land on the lower flood plain between
sons could be determined for this disthe defunct Jui-i Lab-i Darya and the Karakuli
parity, though the experience of Tudrain. The adjacent fields are owned by his
nian and Afghan Mazar suggests that in
brother and they share the work on both farms
reality during the summer, not every
between them.
land owner may receive water accordBoth brothers’ land have water rights on the
ing to the “official” rotation.
Dana Haji canal. If there is a summer water
In the summer of 2006, water in the
Dana Haji canal was still operating on a
“free” (azad) basis, which allowed any
irrigator to take as much water as they
required without the enforcement of
restricted hour-age. Neither the community leaders nor the kok bashi anticipated having to impose any restrictions.

shortage in the Dana Haji canal, they supplement
their irrigation by damming the Karakuli drain.
The water in the drain is not regulated by a water master and is free to all who wish to exploit
it.
In the summer of 2006 the land of both brothers
was planted with rice. I.N. had risked planting
one plot with early rice which was nearing harvest. However, in the spring of 2006 the weather
grew warm very quickly and the community’s
wheat came on too quickly and consequently
failed to produce much of a yield.

In the recent drought the shora of
Dana Haji did reduce hourage to all
irrigated land in an attempt to address
a chronic shortage of water at the tail
of the Aq Tepa canal. Again, water allocation was reduced in proportion to individual land
owner’s pau-age rights. The shora also banned summer rice planting and ordered the reduction of the actual area of land under summer crops. Even so, by the end of one particular summer of drought, water delivery to the tail of the Dana Haji canal had all but
ceased. One occasion, the kok bashi, having dammed the head of the Dana Haji canal for
two days, was still unable to raise sufficient head to deliver the water to the tail end of
33
Wheat is planted in Mizan (late Sept-late Oct) and harvested in Jauza, that is from the 22nd May onwards. For
climatic data on Kunduz and Herat see Anderson, Irrigation Systems, Tables 6 & 10.
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the system. Eventually he gave up and
allowed a farmer adjacent to the dam
to irrigate his vegetables.
The short irrigation interval of the
normal irrigation year allows land
owners in Dana Haji to intensively cultivate summer crops on most of the
available land. During an inspection of
crops and fields, only one small fallowed plot of land was noted. The
most important summer, cash crop is
rice which is planted in late May
(Jauza) and harvested in early September (Sumbula). Where there is insufficient water for rice, cotton, vegetables (tomatoes and pumpkin), melons, apples, cumin, sesame, maize
and fodder crops are grown instead.
In the spring of 2006, many farmers
had risked late frosts and planted a
percentage of their acreage with early
rice which can be sold at premium
prices in the district bazaar or in Kunduz. The fact that the majority of
Dana Haji land is double cropped
shows in the prosperity of the community.

Case study 2: Afghan Mazar
N.M. is a Pashtun from the Yusufzai clan of the
Durrani (Abdali) tribe. His grandfather was the
representative (wakil) of the clan when they migrated from Qandahar to Kunduz. N.M. worked
for many years as a civil servant in the Ministry of
Mines and Industry in Kabul. Last year he and his
family were expelled from their refugee camp in
Baluchistan when it was closed by the Pakistan
authorities. They had been refugees for over 20
years. He was given a resettlement grant of $120
by the Afghan government, however, his house is
still only partly completed. He lives amongst the
other Yusufzai Pashtuns on the lower slopes of
the Dasht-i Abdan plateau, on the east of the settlement. He has one son in the Afghan National
Army and another son who is severely physically
and mentally disabled. His father used to own 20
jeribs of land, which was his share of the original
contract land (qaradati) granted to the tribe by
the Afghan government. However, during a period
of severe drought his father sold the land to a
Turkman settler in exchange for a single camel.
He later acquired 14 jeribs of irrigated land irrigated by the Chahr Gul canal, as part of the
dowry for his daughter. He owns no oxen for
ploughing and has to hire from a neighbour. His
land lies down the slope adjacent to his house.
His summer crops in August 2006 included maize
(for fodder), ladyfinger (intercropped with carrots), sesame, melon and pulses. All of his crops
have sufficient water this year. It appears he has
sufficient water to irrigate all of his land during
the summer of 2006.

Kunduz: Afghan Mazar. Afghan Mazar
is the tail-end community on the
Chahr Gul primary canal which, unlike
the Aq Tepa canal, has its sarband upstream from the confluence of the
Baghlan and Khanabad rivers and thus
draws its water solely from the
Khanabad river. Land owners in Afghan Mazar with water rights on Chahr Gul canal (mostly the Yusufzai) have water rights
which are rotated on a 10 to 12 day basis. On the Afghan Mazar secondary canal the interval is longer, 12 to 14 days.
Despite the longer period between irrigations in Afghan Mazar, summer crops are still possible. Not all available land is cropped, however. The irrigation interval and water volume
is insufficient for rice cultivation but a substantial acreage of cotton is possible.
In the summer of 2006, Afghan Mazar was operating a reduced irrigation interval (nobat)
which was introduced at the end of May (Jauza), “at the time the sesame seeds sprouted”.
By late August, one sharecropper at the tail of the Afghan Mazar secondary canal reported
that his irrigation interval was down to 6 hours of water per mardikar (30 jeribs) every 12
to 14 days. A Yusufzai land owner, who irrigates his land from the Chahr Gul canal directly,
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reported his turn had been reduced to 10 hours per mardikar every 10 to 12 days.34 In the
summer of the previous year (2005) this land owner reported that his nobat had been 30
minutes per jerib of land, the equivalent of 15 hours per mardikar. This disparity reflects
the different levels of precipitation between the two winters. The winter of 2004-05 saw
heavy snowfall on the mountains, combined with prolonged and extreme cold followed by
good spring rains. In the winter of 2005-06, however, there had been less snow followed by
a warm spell in February, which resulted in an early snow melt.
Unlike Dana Haji, Afghan Mazar suffers from upstream hydraulic problems in the Chahr Gul
canal. The poor hydraulic performance of the Chahr Gul and Afghan Mazar canals is a significant issue for the Afghan Mazar community since these structural problems restrict water flow and make de-silting of the canal very labour intensive. The communities of the
Chahr Gul canal have made a number of attempts over the past 30 years to improve the
hydraulics of the Chahr Gul canal by re-digging sections which present particular problems.
As a result, delivery at the tail of the Chahr Gul and Afghan Mazar canals has seen some
improvements. Even so, the community continues to complain about the physical problems
of the canal channels and off-takes.
There is also a low-grade water dispute with one upstream community which appears to
have settled in the region after the Yusufzais and Turkmans of Afghan Mazar. These settlers from Logar have been illegally damming the Chahr Gul canal and diverted its water
onto their fields. They also resorted to bribing the now-displaced mirab, or water master
by illegal cash payment in return for additional water for their rice paddy.
Despite hydraulic and hashar ab problems, land owners in Afghan Mazar are still able to
plant at least a proportion of their land with summer crops, including cotton. There does
appear to be a certain inequality in the allocation, or distribution, of irrigated water in
Afghan Mazar. The Yusufzai Pashtuns, whose settlement relies solely on irrigation from the
Chahr Gul canal, appear to be able to cultivate most, if not all, of their land during the
summer. At the tail of the Afghan Mazar secondary canal, only 50-60 percent of land was
under summer crops in 2006 due to
the lack of water.
Herat: Tunian and Atishan canal.
The Atishan primary canal, and to an
extent the communities along it, suffers from severe cross flooding from
washes during the spring months.
Cross-flooding often takes out the
canal banks which require intensive
labour to repair and loss of water to
downstreamers. DACAAR engineering
has reduced this problem to some degree, but every year there are some
breaches in the canal banks.
The major problem for the Atishan
canal is that the river levels on the

Picture 4: The disputed “springs” (sub surface flow) in
the Hari Rod above the Marwa canal off-take, September 2006

34
The evidence for this is rather thin as it is based on one interview with a land owner with land on the Chahr
Gul canal and one sharecropper farming land at the tail of the Afghan Mazar canal. The mirab and his deputy
was unavailable as they, and most of the adult males of the community, had gone to the sarband to conduct
essential repairs.
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Hari Rod River levels fall off steeply from May (Jauza) onwards. By late July (Asad), the
river is completely dry. In the past, the Atishan canal was able to exploit a substantial subsurface flow, or spring, known as the Jackal Spring (Chashma-i Shaghol), which flowed
above the sarband of the canal. This sub surface flow, however, dried up during the recent
drought and has not reappeared.
Today, during the summer months,
Tunian and the other Atishan communities are completely reliant for irrigated water on a similar sub-surface
flows(chashma), the source of which
lies upstream of the sarband of the
Marwa canal. Due to the breakdown
of a water-sharing agreement between the Marwa canal and a group
of five downstream canals, of which
the Atishan is one, there is little water now flowing into the Atishan canal
during the summer, and the meagre Figure 5: The Marwa canal off-take on the Hari Rod.
amount that does arrive is so infre- All the waters from the “springs” are diverted into
quent that it renders the planting of the Marwa canal.
field crops in the summer uneconomic. According to several sources in Tunian, this was not always the case. Some 15 to 20
years ago, Tunian was growing rice and other summer crops. Interviewees in Tunian gave
the following reasons for the decline in summer water, listed in order of importance:
• The dispute with the upstream Marwa canal over water sharing of the “springs”.
• The drying up of the Shaghol spring.
• A fall in water level in the Hari Rod due to several years of sparse winter snows in
the upper catchment.
• Hydraulic problems within the 60 kilometres length of the canal, particularly
breaches in the banks caused by washes and cross flooding.
• Changes in the course of the Hari Rod.
• Structural problems with the Atishan sarband.
The present situation, as far as summer field crops is concerned, could hardly be worse.
Tunian’s main field crop is winter wheat and barley. Now that water is so scarce during the
summer, land owners have chosen not cultivate fields but rather use what little water
there is to water their orchards of fruit and nut trees and to water their animals.
The Atishan canal is one of a group of five canals in the lower Hari Rod known as the Panj
Buluk, or “Five Blocks”. The Panj Buluk canals operate a water-sharing agreement (hashar
ab), between groups of contiguous primary canals. Under this hashar ab, the Atishan is entitled to 28.5 percent of the Panj Buluk’s water (Table 3). The Panj Buluk canals also have
a hashar ab arrangement with the upstream Marwa block of canals, of which the Marwa
canal is the most important (Figures 4 and 5).
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Being part of these two hashar ab agreements means that the nobat within the hydraulic
boundaries of the Atishan canal is directly affected by the success, or failure, of the hashar ab agreements. In the summer months the surface flow of the Hari Rod River bed
ceases completely and there is no water to be diverted into the off-takes of the Panj Buluk
canals. Instead, they rely on the release of sub surface flow, known as chashma, or
springs, upstream of the Marwa canal off-take. A hashar ab agreement between the Panj
Buluk and the Marwa canal group is designed to ensure the water of these springs is rotated between the two groups. Provided the hashar ab agreement is enforced, the Panj
Buluk will receive sufficient water to irrigate at least some of the land during the summer.
Under the hashar ab agreement between the Marwa and Panj Buluk canals the spring waters above Marwa should be rotated on the basis of 5 days for the Marwa canal and 5 days
for the Panj Buluk. When it is the turn of the Panj Buluk to receive water, the wakil of the
Marwa primary canal closes the control gates in the mouth of the canal and the water
flows back into the bed of the Hari Rod and downstream to the Panj Buluk off-takes. The
wakil of the Panj Buluk canals then allocate each of the five canals a proportion of the water on the basis of juftgaw-age (Tables 2 and 3).
It appears that this
Table 3: The Panj Buluk and their water rights under hashar
agreement dates back
ab
many decades. It is unCanal name
Juftgaw
Bank % of water
clear whether it was
allocated
worked
out
among
communities established
Pusht-i-Zarghan (or Shaflan)
170
left 40.5%
under some form of govAtishan
120
right 28.5%
ernment legislation. In
Fushkan (or Pushkan)
40
right 9.5%
terms of negotiations
over the hashar ab
Kambaraq
90
left 21.5%
agreement, it appears
Total
420
100%
that the water masters
and community leaders
are primarily responsible for the upholding of this agreement. Unfortunately, this customary agreement has broken down and a bitter dispute is raging between the Panj Buluk and
the Marwa canal communities over the latter’s refusal to honour the agreement. This dispute appears to have been simmering for many years, as community leaders and water
masters in Tunian report referred the dispute to King Zahir Shah in the early 1970s, who
decreed the 5/5 hashar ab agreement.
The 5/5 hashar ab agreement is not honoured, and according to the wakil of the Atishan
canal, in the summer of 2006 the hashar ab agreement was operating as 7/3 in favour of
the Marwa canal. The Panj Buluk representatives made the unusual decision to refer the
matter to the provincial government, but appear to have received no redress for their
grievances. Earlier in 2006, the provincial governor ruled that the Marwa canal was entitled to only 6 days in every 10 but the Marwa community failed to honour the ruling, despite the wakil of the Marwa canal being imprisoned for a few days by the district governor.35 At the same time the Marwa communities refused to allow the district irrigation official to oversee the opening and closing of the control gates in the Marwa canal. The only
concession made by the Marwa canal representatives was that they would go over to the
6/4 hashar ab from the 15 Sumbula (6 September).
35
He was released after the wakil of the Atishan canal pleaded for his release, even though the imprisonment
was an attempt to enforce the hashar ab arbitration which favoured the Atishan canal.
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In late August 2006, at the time of the research visit, the hashar ab agreement was still on
a 7/3 rotation in favour of the Marwa canal. At the very most, the Panj Buluk canals could
hope for 3 days of water every 10 days. The Panj Buluk then had to share these three days
of water between the five canals. The result was that whilst the irrigated land on the
Marwa canal was intensively cropped with summer crops, including a large hectarage of
rice and cotton, the fields of the Panj Buluk canals were desiccated.
In the case of this hashar ab system, the inter-communal solidarity which upholds the hashar ab system has more or less broken down. This was partly as a result of greed by upstreamers, but is also due to ineffective government enforcement accentuated by longstanding rivalries between the community leaders in Marwa and the Panj Buluk.
In Tunian, the breakdown of the hashar ab agreement with Marwa has proved an economic
disaster as the area can no longer grow any summer cash crops, let alone rice. The impact
of the breakdown of the hashar ab agreement on the Panj Buluk canals is starkly illustrated by Table 4. Under the 7/3 rotation the Atishan canal receives less that one day’s
water (20 hours 30 min) every 10 days. Under a 5/5 rotation, the Atishan canal receives
nearly one and a half days of water. Under the 5/5 split, there would be less than 8.5 days
between each irrigation as opposed to over 9 days under the 7/3 arrangement. Even on a
6/4 split, the benefit to the Atishan irrigators would be considerable, as it would provide
just under an additional 7 hours in any 10 day cycle.
Table 4: Percent of water right for the Panj Buluk canals according to differing hashar ab
arrangements with the Marwa canal
Canal name

juftgaw

bank % of water
allocated

hours of water hours of waon a 7/3 nobat ter on 6/4
nobat

hours of water on 5/5
nobat

Pusht-i Zarghan
(or Shaflan)

170

l

40.5%

29 hrs 15 min

38 hrs 45 min 48 hrs 30 min

Atishan

120

r

28.5%

20 hrs 30 min

27 hrs 30 min 34 hrs 15 min

Fushkan

40

r

9.5%

6 hrs 45 min

9 hrs 15 min

Kambaraq

90

l

21.5%

15 hrs 30 min

20 hrs 30 min 25 hrs 45 min

total

420

-

100%

72 hrs

96 hrs

11 hrs 30 min
120 hrs

Even when water finally flows into the Atishan sarband, seven upstream communities have
prior use of the water before it reaches Tunian (Table 2). The Atishan is extremely long,
over 60 kilometres in length, and according to one of the mirabs, once water begins to
flow into the Atishan off-take, it takes 15 hours before it reaches Gawashk, the first community with juftgaw-age on the canal. It then takes a further 24 hours before the water
arrives in Tunian and other tail-end communities. Given that the canal is unlined and the
high rate of evaporation and loss during the summer months, it is hardly surprising that
Tunian receives very little water under the 7/3 or even 6/4 hashar ab agreement.
In Tunian the base rate for one shab roz (24 hours) of water is fixed at 32 jeribs of land
and in any normal irrigation year, Tunian irrigators can expect to receive water on this basis up to 30 April (10 Saur). From this point onwards, the hourage interval is reduced while
the time between irrigations is increased. Certainly, it is not possible to deliver even a
fraction of the fixed rate of one shab roz to 32 jeribs in the summer months under either
the 3/7 or the 4/6 hashar ab system.
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The impact of hashar ab breakdown
was clearly evident during the research visit. Few field crops were
being grown on irrigated land, and
other land had stands of withered
crops of maize and mung beans. It
appears, though, that as a result of
the breakdown of the agreement,
irrigators along the whole length of
the Tunian canal have decided not to
cultivate summer field crops. What
water is available is used to keep the
orchards of fruit trees and vines
alive, and for domestic animals.

Case Study 3: Impact of water scarcity on cropping patterns in Tunian.
The arbab of the Qala-i Kohna mahalla of Tunian
planted about half a jerib of mung beans (mash)
as a summer crop, since the spring rains had been
good. It appeared unlikely that this crop would
yield more than a few kilos of beans, and he described the crop as “straw”. All adjacent plots to
his field of mung beans were uncultivated.
A land owner in Qala-i Zawar Khan, to the northeast of Tunian, who owns 60 jeribs (12 h) of land
irrigated by the Zawar Khan secondary canal (the
intake is on the Atishan canal), planted 40 apricot
saplings this spring in an open field. He also
intercropped the saplings with alfalfa. He used
the meager delivery of water from the Zawar
Khan canal to water the trees. However, the saplings had probably only survived because he was
also hand watering the trees using water from his
compound well. The rest of his 60 jeribs of land
was uncultivated.

In Tunian, it is the arbab of the
whole of Tunian (as opposed to shora
heads of individual clans, or qaum,
or mahallas) who decides the number of minutes or hours individual
land owners will receive in each irrigation event. The role of the canal
wakil in the allocation is to negotiate, along with the other wakils of
the Panj Buluk, with the Marwa wakil and elders for an increase in the number of days or
hours in the next release of spring waters. The wakil will inform the arbab when he believes water will be running down the Atishan canal and will then try to calculate when the
waters will reach Tunian and how much volume and head there may be.
In a normal irrigation year (presumably under the 5/5 hashar ab agreement) the summer
nobat system will finish on 22 November (1 Qaus). Hence for Tunian and the other communities of the Atishan canal, there is severe rationing of irrigation water for over six months.
In the summer of 2006, water delivery to the tail of the Atishan became increasingly
scarce. In response, the arbab reduced the time allocated to each landowner for irrigation,
proportional to their shab roz. At the same time, the interval in terms of days between
irrigation events increased. By August neither the arbab nor wakil appeared able to predict
with any accuracy which day water would reach the Tunian secondary canal, let alone apportion the hourage of individual land owners and irrigators with anything approaching reasonable accuracy.
Land owners and sharecroppers interviewed stated that their hourage had been reduced at
least twice during the summer in an attempt to ensure delivery of at least some water to
the tail of the Tunian secondary canal. They also reported that water had failed to be delivered on the day announced and when it did arrive, very few individuals received their
full allocation in terms of hours or minutes. In some cases, the water never reached the
land of certain cultivators or had insufficient head to raise it onto the fields.
In the summer of 2006, the traditional allocation system had effectively collapsed and the
community-agreed deliverables, based on the agreed hourage-to-day interval had little
meaning. Land owners did not see it as the fault of the arbab or wakil, since both individuals were trying to manage a situation which was out of their control. The Atishan canal
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along with the other canals of the Panj Buluk, were a hostage to the good will of Marwa —
or rather the lack of it.
At the time of research, irrigators interviewed in Tunian and Qala-i-Zawar Khan
reported that they had last received water
11 days before. In Khalisa the interval had
been 12 days. Three days after these interviews were conducted, there was still no
water flowing into the sarband of the Atishan canal. Yet at least theoretically under
the 7/3 hashar ab agreement, the Atishan
canal would expect water to flow down the
primary canal every 9.1 days.

Case Study 4: Irrigation intervals in Tunian,
summer 2006
The arbab of Qala-i Kohna mahalla has water
rights of 1 shab roz (24 hours) every 7 days. In
the summer of 2006 his allocation had been
reduced to 2 hours every 10 days.
A private land owner with 6 jeribs of land at
the tail of the Khalisa secondary canal, had
received no water on his land for two months.
A sharecropper from the Gawkhoran mahalla
last received irrigation water two and a half
months previous. His last irrigation had been
only 15 minutes for 3 jeribs of land.

Even when water was available in the primary canal, the hour-age each land owner
actually received in Tunian was far less
than the time allocated by the arbab (see One woman interviewed stated her husband’s
inset). In some of Tunian’s mahallas the land had received only 20 minutes of their 30
irrigation interval was a running at between minutes entitlement on the last turn.
15 and 20 days. Certainly this sort of interval was supported by the consultant’s own observations. Even the arbab of Tunian admitted that he had not received his full water allocation on at least two occasions in the
summer. One women interviewed stated that water arrived on her husband’s land as much
as two days after the date announced by the wakil and arbab,
In Tunian in 2006, very few land owners had planted field crops, and then only very small
plots. Even so, some of these crops, particularly maize, had desiccated from the lack of
irrigation. The situation was mitigated by the fact that many people in Tunian own small
acres of fruit orchards and vineyards. What water was delivered down the irrigation canals
was used to water these trees, and alfalfa and some vegetables were intercropped in the
shade of these trees. Where there was any excess, water was diverted into shallow,
unlined cisterns in compounds and orchards. Individuals who did not own orchards or trees,
but who owned irrigable lands which were not cultivated, tended to allow neighbours to
use their water right to keep their trees alive, generally without a payment.

Summary of community coping mechanisms
Community agreed mechanisms
• Arbab and shora reduce the hourage of each cultivator, regardless of whether
they are growing field crops or not (Tunian, Afghan Mazar).
• Negotiate with upstreamers for additional water (Tunian, Afghan Mazar).
• Re-dig sections of primary canal to improve hydraulics (Afghan Mazar).
• Request intervention of provincial and/or district government restoration of
hashar ab agreement (Tunian, Kunduz and Baghlan provinces).
• Bribe water master (Chahr Gul).
• Steal water illegally without water master’s consent (Chahr Gul, Marwa, Tunian).
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Individual land owners
• Fight neighbours known to be stealing water (Tunian).
• Pre-guess summer water availability and if the risk is too great do not plant field
crops (Tunian).
• Change cropping pattern and grow less water-thirsty crops (Tunian, Afghan Mazar,
Dana Haji).
• Reduce area of land under summer crops (Tunian, Afghan Mazar)
• Store water when it is available in shallow, unlined tanks in compounds and orchards (Tunian).
• Prioritize orchards and vineyards and supplement irrigation by hand watering trees
from shallow wells (Tunian).
• Negotiate a loan of all or part of neighbour’s water allocation (Tunian, Afghan Mazar).
• Bribe water master in order to obtain additional irrigation (Chahr Gul, Panj Buluk
canals).
• Attempt to force water master or shora to reduce a neighbour’s water allocation
and to increase your own proportionally (Tunian).
• Steal water from a neighbour (Tunian, Afghan Mazar).
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6. Community water management and on-farm water issues
Management of irrigated water in all three study areas, from its point of entry into the sarband of the canal, is deemed by both communities and government officials as being primarily the responsibility of canal communities. Communities, when they deal with government, will do so initially via the water master of the primary canal, often backed up by
other water masters and senior members of the shora. There are representatives of the
Provincial Department of Irrigation in Pashtun Zarghu District of Herat and Qala-i Zal District of Kunduz, but at all three research sites it is evident that these officials individual
have little input into the management of canal water and rarely visit the communities.
As noted in previous reports,36 while community management systems vary from region to
region, and even along the course of individual river systems, the principles of social water
management are the same country wide. Land owners who own irrigated land along the
canal network appoint representatives from among themselves who are delegated to police
the water distribution and mobilise hashar kar.
Some communities do not appoint specific water masters and leave the management and
supervision of irrigated water resources to a senior elder of the community shora. The
three primary canals in the present study all have a single water master for the primary
canal. He is assisted by other water masters (kok bashi or mirab) who are responsible for
one or more secondary canals. All water masters are themselves resident, and often land
owners, in communities on the canal in question. In the case of the primary canal water
masters, they are all appointed by an annual meeting of stakeholders (land owners and
some sharecroppers). In such meetings, their performance can be publicly criticised and
their re-election opposed in the case of poor delivery of services during the previous year.
No government official attends these stakeholders meetings; they are community-based
assemblies deemed to be beyond the provenance of district or provincial government.

6.1

Kunduz study sites

Dana Haji
Since the Dana Haji canal only delivers water to the land of Dana Haji, the community, and
canal, elects its own water master, the kok bashi. In Turkman society, the election, or
nomination, of an community officials such as the kok bashi, is primarily the responsibility
of the elders, or “white beards” (aqsaqalan), the majority of whom are land owners and
hence stakeholders in community irrigation.
In Dana Haji, the role of the kok bashi extends to policing and managing on-farm water
distribution and not just to issues related to the Dana Haji canal. His role is to police the
distribution and ensure water delivery down the tertiary canals. In consultation with the
elders, he will also enforce any seasonal changes in the nobat. He also has delegated powers, backed up by the elders, to fine or punish individual land owners or sharecroppers who
extract excess water. It is the kok bashi, rather than other community representatives, or
the arbab, who is responsible for opening and closing the dykes, or bands, in the canals.
He also times the water release down the tertiary canal system and then closes the band.
In addition to his work on the Dana Haji canal, he is also required to assist the mirab of the
Aq Tepa primary canal, in particular in assuming the responsibility for mobilising hashar
kar labour for work on the Aq Tepa sarband and for the annual cleaning of the primary canal.
36

See Lee, Social Water Management, 2006.
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Afghan Mazar
Afghan Mazar’s irrigation water is delivered along two irrigation canals, the Chahr Gul primary canal and the Afghan Mazar secondary canal which is a spur from the Chahr Gul. A
community-elected mirab is in charge of the course of the whole of the Chahr Gul primary
canal and lives in Afghan Mazar. He is assisted by two kok bashis, one of whom also lives in
Afghan Mazar.
On the Chahr Gul canal, kok bashis are not responsible for a single, secondary canal or
community. Rather they perform as deputies to the mirab and their activities are more
focused on the primary canal than on individual secondary canals. Unlike the Dana Haji canal, therefore, the Afghan Mazar secondary canal does not have its own, dedicated kok
bashi. While all of these three water masters are appointed by the land owners and their
work is subject to a review annual at the stakeholders’ meeting, the kok bashis on the
Chahr Gul appoint their own unelected deputies (ma’win). Furthermore, the kok bashis on
the Chahr Gul canal do not supervise the on-farm irrigation turns. Instead, this role is assumed by the community’s traditional shora of elders.

6.2

Herat study site

Tunian
The Atishan canal on the Hari Rod River is supervised by the wakil, who lives in Tunian,
assisted by two mirabs, one of whom also lives in Tunian. The wakil appoints his assistants,
or mirabs, and they are not subject to an annual election process.
Irrigation distribution along the secondary and tertiary canal network, as well as the policing of on-farm water allocation, is the responsibility of the arbab of Tunian. However, the
wakil and the Tunian-based mirab are often consulted by the arbab over allocation, disputes and other irrigation issues such as maintenance and hashar kar mobilisation. The final decision regarding reductions or increase in the hourage per jerib of particular individuals lies with the arbab. In many cases, particularly in the case of disputes or reallocation of individual water rights, the arbab will consult the shora heads of Tunian’s mahallas. Under certain circumstances a more general stakeholder meeting may be called in the
main mosque to discuss specific issues or disputes. All stakeholders, including nisba kar
(50/50) sharecroppers, will have a right to attend. Under such circumstances, the wakil
and mirabs will also be in attendance.
When a water delivery is anticipated down the primary canal, the arbab will appoint 3 or 4
deputies (sarparasts) who assume the role of temporary water masters with powers to police on-farm water delivery and distribution of the water through the Tunian canal network. These sarparasts are independent of the wakil and mirab and are primarily responsible for the supervision of water release in minor canals down the Tunian canal system.
These sarparasts have customary powers to intervene in the case of a dispute over water
rights. If a land owner “forgets” to close his channel in time, the sarparast will ensure that
it is closed. If he is unable to solve a dispute he will call in the arbab to arbitrate. The sarparasts receive no payment for their work and are appointed by the arbab in an ad hoc
manner purely on the basis of availability.

6.3

On-farm water delivery

On-farm water distribution in all three research sites is the responsibility of individual land
owners who divide up the water as it arrives in the channels beside their fields. Land own-
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ers will block the channels with temporary structures (band) in order to raise the water
onto their fields. They are also responsible for cleaning these channels and will usually
work cooperatively with their neighbours during the irrigation period. Contiguous plots of
land, owned by different land owners, usually depend on water from the same channel and
hence cooperation is essential.
In Tunian, one land owner had an informal, customary cooperative agreement with the five
other land owners who shared the same irrigation channel. These six land owners operate
an agreed rotation system based on their hourage (saat). Water release onto their fields
commences from the head of their channel to the tail. In the summer of 2006, due to the
scarcity of water, these six land owners met prior to every anticipated water delivery to
decide how the water would be distributed among them. Since only a few jeribs of their
land had been planted with field crops, they allocated water pragmatically on the basis of
need, rather than proportionally per the land owner’s hour-age. The principle was that
when, or if, water arrived in their canals, it should be used to irrigate the few crops that
continued to survive.

6.4

Adaptability

Communities, such as Afghan Mazar, are sufficiently adaptable to make changes to established practices in response to new circumstances. In fact, Afghan Mazar is an interesting
case study in other aspects of adaptability. As we have seen, the community was originally
founded by pastoralists who gradually abandoned a pastoral and nomadic or semi-nomadic
lifestyle to become agricultural farmers. More recently, the Chahr Gul communities have
sought to address the issues of the poor hydraulics on the canal, problems which may well
date back to when it was originally cut by the inexperienced Yusufzais, but which have
been exacerbated by the movement of the river westwards. In or around 1993 the community, on its own initiative, realigned a problematic section of the Chahr Gul canal by cutting a new, straighter canal bed higher up the slope. Work was commenced only after
stakeholder consensus was obtained and the work was apportioned by the imposition of
additional hashar kar. All costs were born by the stakeholders without government or external donor assistance.
The re-cutting of the canal resulted in some 10 to 12 families losing some or all water
rights from the Chahr Gul canal. Again, prior to commencing excavations, the community
negotiated and obtained the consent of those who would suffer loss and a suitable compensation package was agreed. The new cut improved the hydraulic efficiency of the Chahr
Gul canal and particularly water delivery to the tail of the system. It also significantly reduced the number of required hashar kar days.
Irrigators on the Afghan Mazar canal are currently seeking to address another hydraulic
problem which restricts flow to the tail of the system. It is agreed in principle that realignment work should take place, but the structural works are on hold because one individual, who owns number of valuable trees on the canal banks, has yet to agree to compensation for the loss of this resource. Until his consent has been given, no realignment
will take place.

6.5

Water sharing: Sales, loans and stealing

Loans of water appear to be relatively common practice in all three study locations,
though all communities insist that such exchanges are primarily “water for water” rather
than payments against cash or kind. This is doubtless because most communities are reluc-
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tant to admit to water sales which could be deemed as a violation of Sharia law. Sharia
forbids the sale of water from rivers and other free-running water courses and makes it a
religious obligation for individuals not to deny those in need of water the right to such a
fundamental resource. Even so it was reported that a small minority of individuals do sell
water for profit, whether against kind, cash or some other payment such as assistance in
ploughing, loan concessions, use of equipment etc.
Land owners loan “water for water” to their neighbours if, for some reason, they have no
need for it, or if it exceeds their requirement. The terms of the loan is that the neighbour
will repay the water loan with an equal period of water at a future turn. Individuals who
loan water do so for a variety of reasons. In Tunian the loans or gifs of water were by individuals who had not sown field crops and had no orchards, and hence had no use for the
water. In Dana Haji, on the other hand, gifts of water were made due to excess of water
on the fields of particular land owners.
A farmer who borrows water and manages to produces a yield as a result, appears to be
under a certain obligation of honour to offer the lender some of the yield in return. In one
location, water was stolen secretly from a neighbour over a period of several weeks so that
a plot of vegetables in the family compound could be watered. When the theft was discovered there was a confrontation between the two neighbours. The head of the household
which had stolen the water publicly apologised for the theft, claiming he had no knowledge of it. He then surrendered to his neighbour all rights to the vegetables he was growing, since without the neighbour’s water there would have been no yield. In another instance, an individual had been loaned water to keep his trees alive and had repaid the
debt with a weight of fodder.
There were suggestions that at least a few cash sales were taking place in Tunian, and had
taken place in Dana Haji during the recent drought. There was no evidence of monetary
payments by the Atishan communities to the Marwa canal as an inducement to increase the
water allocation into their canal. However, relatively large sums of money have been paid
by the Panj Buluk canals to one individual whom they have appointed as their advocate
(wasita) and representative (wakil) to government. Despite this investment, the dispute
remains unsolved.
Cash-for-water sales do not seem to hold the same stigma in Dani Hajji and other Turkman
communities along the Kunduz and Khanabad rivers as they do in Tunian or other areas of
Afghanistan. For the Turkmans of Qala-i Zal, cash for water is an accepted part of daily
life. This is doubtless due to marked differences between Turkmans and other ethnic
groups and may well reflect ancient traditions inherited from Bukhara rather than “indigenous” Qataghanian or Afghan customary practice.
In all three study areas it was reported that, on occasion, water masters abuse their position by accepting bribes (rishwat) in exchange for delivering additional water to particular
land owners or communities. It is difficult to ascertain how common this is. The reasons for
this low level of corruption are varied and do not take place solely when there is an extreme scarcity of water. Apart from mere greed, unauthorised water sales can be the results of threats by commanders or power brokers, or of the poverty of some water masters.
On both the Hari Rod and Kunduz River another factor leading to illegal water sales is the
pressure placed on water masters by communities who wish to grow rice.
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6.6

Water disputes and conflict resolution

On-farm and primary-canal water disputes were reported in both Tunian and Afghan Mazar.
Residents of Dana Haji reported that there had been water disputes during the recent
drought. Disputes between water masters and individual landowners, land owners and land
owners, upstream and downstream communities and even between primary canals, were
noted in one or other of the three study areas. This suggests, as does findings from other
studies in other river basins, that low grade water disputes are endemic on most canal systems.
The dispute between Afghan Mazar
and Yengi Aruq, an upstream community, is due to the latter community’s
insistence on growing rice and the use
of illegal water pumps to irrigate
their crops. The former mirab of the
Chahr Gul canal was suspected of accepting payments in return for turning a blind eye to the water stealing
of Yengi Aruq. He was therefore deposed at the annual stakeholder
meeting in February 2006. The new
mirab posted a two-man, round-theclock guard on the particular in take,
which prevented any further illegal
extraction. The dispute continues to
rumble on.
Fights which result in physical harm
or even death have been known, particularly along the Atishan canal. At
least one dispute which ended in
physical violence against the mirab
was recorded in Afghan Mazar. Where
there is damage or loss, the arbitrating authority (shora, arbab or water
master) will impose fines or other
penalties without involvement of the
district government.

Case study 5: On-farm water disputes
Three years ago two neighbours fought over water
rights, during the course of which one of the disputants was hit over the head with a spade and had to
be hospitalised. The arbab took up the issue and
required the individual who had attacked his
neighbour to pay for his medical bills and to publicly apologise for the injury he had done.
A fight broke out between two neighbours, with
one claiming that they had had been given ten minutes less water than his entitlement. The mullah
(mosque prayer leader) was passing at the time and
tried to mediate but unsuccessfully. He referred
the matter to the water master who promised to
organise a community meeting to resolve the issue.
At the time of the field visit, however, no such
meeting had yet been called and the issue remained unresolved.
Two years ago an individual claimed that his
neighbour’s water right should be reduced and the
extra minutes added onto his own entitlement. This
matter was referred to the water master who held
a public meeting in the mosque. However, the individual whose right was threatened with a reduction
of 2/3 (from 60 to 20 minutes) threatened to take
the matter to the district government. In the end,
the wakil decided that this man’s allocation should
be reduced by five minutes and this prevented the
dispute from being referred to the goverment.

Management of disputes in Dana Haji
and Afghan Mazar is reasonably well
defined, since the power structures
are relatively simple. In Dana Haji,
where the community is from one ethnic group and where everyone appears to be related
to each other to some distant degree, disputes are dealt with by the shora in consultation
with the kok bashis and rarely referred to the district government.
The situation is more complex in the more multi-ethnic environment of Tunian. While most
disputes are referred to the arbab of Tunian (as opposed to heads of individual mahallas),
the Ghilzai Pashtuns of Gawkhoran mahalla prefer to not refer any issue to the arbab or
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any other outsider. All disputes, including ones over water rights, are handled by the clan
shora.
There are also occasions when disputants in Tunian have by-passed the arbab and brought
the matter directly to the wakil, even though they have no actual responsibility for water
rotations and allocations along the tertiary network. Doubtless, disputants will appeal to
the individual whom they believe most likely to support their claim. The competitive nature of some of the Tunian power structures has a potential for creating tension between
different mahallas.
All three study area communities have the right to seek the arbitration of disputes from
the district governor, but this rarely happens. In cases where there have been continued
breaches of community-arbitrated or imposed agreements, the shora or water master can
request the district governor to fine or imprison a persistent offender. On the other hand,
district government may well intervene if death or serious injury results from a fight over
water issues.
Disputes, such as the one between Afghan Mazar and Yangi Aruq, are deemed to not be in
the realm of government (dawlat) responsibility, but are deemed to be a clan or community (qaumi) matter. Indeed, government involvement, for what ever reason, is seen as
unhelpful and tends to complicate issues, since both sides in the dispute may bribe officials in order to secure a judgement in their favour. In such a scenario, the community
leadership’s decision may well be overturned and thus the shora and water masters lose
both face and authority.
The desire by communities to resolve their own disputes is an age-old, country-wide phenomenon. All three communities studied were emphatic that government involvement in
the management of irrigated water was sought only as a last resort. Distrust of government
to act as an honest broker was also very evident. Communities see themselves as fundamentally autonomous in matters of water management and resent outside interference
from government officials or imposed structures from outside by, for example, international organisations. In effect, the role of government in the community management of
water is minimal. Nor is there any evidence to support a contention that a more proactive
role by government in community water management will improve either the physical distribution of water or social cohesion. Indeed, the opposite appears to be the case.

6.7

Accountability

Communities can, and often do, dismiss ineffective or corrupt water masters. In the late
winter, usually in the month of Hut (February), an annual meeting of all stakeholders take
place. During this meeting, the water master can be criticised or replaced. These meetings
do not represent all water users or even all sharecroppers,37 but they do provide a strong
element of accountability in a way that would not be possible if water masters were government appointees, paid officials or appointees of international implementing agencies.
Underpinning the whole system is an unwritten contract between water masters, landlords
and other irrigators, which the water masters are expected to uphold. This agreement is
supported by customary law and precedent and is enforced and upheld by community elders and peer pressure. In a culture based on an ethic of honour and shame, violators of the
37

In Afghan Mazar the only kind of sharecropper allowed to attend these meetings – or at least have a ‘vote’ –
are 50/50 (nisba kar) sharecroppers. Those who do 3:1 (seh yak) sharecropping have no voice, instead their
land lord either attends or send a separate representative (wakil).
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agreement, whether land owners or water master, risk public exposure, humiliation and
even ridicule by stakeholders or shora members at their public meetings.
The system of community-based management of irrigated water is further reinforced since
water masters are paid by the stakeholders, both in cash and kind, rather than by the state
or external agencies. Under this system of community accountability, water masters are in
effect employees of the canal communities and stakeholders, accountable for their actions
to the constituency that nominated them. The removal of ineffectual or corrupt water
masters at the annual stakeholder meetings is not unusual. Some three years ago the mirab
of the Chahr Gul canal, who had been mirab throughout the jihad period, was voted out at
the annual meeting. He was said to be ineffective, unable to resolve the dispute between
Afghan Mazar and Yangi Aruq. He was also suspected of illegally selling water to these upstream communities for personal gain.
On the other hand, a water master who serves the community justly and fairly, such as the
kok bashi of Dana Haji, can expect to receive very few challenges to his position and will
remain water master for many years. The contract between the community and water
masters is a symbiotic relationship in which both the “employed” and “employers” are
stakeholders. While the water masters are paid exclusively by land owners, they are also
more often than not themselves landowners with water rights on the canal. Water masters
also live within the communities they serve, and as such are constantly subject to community scrutiny.
Water masters police the stakeholders themselves using customary power, which includes
imposing fines. They arbitrate disputes between stakeholders and where necessary have
the power to reassign water rights, to double mardikar during emergencies, and to demand
and collect fees and materials to repair the sarband. They also mobilise hashar kar labour
and divide up the costs of cleaning and maintenance of structure among the same constituents.
It is undoubtedly the case that powerful individuals, such as armed militia leaders, those
well-connected to government, or large land owners, may be in a position to force the
election of their own nominee as water master and thus bias water distribution in their favour. In Khalisa on the Atishan canal, all but a few hectares of irrigated land are owned by
a single absentee land owner who has the right to 95 percent38 of the water in the Khalisa
secondary canal. All decisions regarding water allocation along the Khalisa secondary canal
lies solely with one individual, the absentee landlord’s bailiff, who is known by the title
nasir.39 Even the 5 percent of water, which is the right of the handful of private owners, is
under the control of the nasir who is also the sole arbitrator of water disputes. The nasir is
accountable to no one except the absentee land owner who appointed him. This places the
nasir in a position of unchallengeable power where he could, if he so wished, hold the private land owners to ransom.

6.8

Water master remuneration and irrigators costs

In return for their services, water masters are paid by all land owners with irrigation rights
on the canal, rather than receiving a government stipend. Traditionally payment is made
as a single, annual weight of wheat which is determined proportional to the water rights of
each land owner. Thus the land owner with more land will be required to pay more, in
terms of weight, than a small land owner. The payment is traditionally made at the end of
38
39

19 of the 10 juftgaw.
Assistant, helper, defender.
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the Afghan solar year (February-March). However, some water masters may accept cash
payments in lieu of wheat.
The annual wheat payment is not the only cost to land owners of engaging a dedicated water master. Land owners also undertake hashar kar during the annual cleaning of the primary canal as well as the community’s own secondary or tertiary canal(s). The primary canals are usually cleaned from tail to head once a year, in February-March. Secondary and
tertiary canals, such as the Dana Haji canal, often require cleaning twice a year.
Hashar kar impositions vary according to the length of the canal and the amount of deposits in the canal. The Aq Tepa canal above the “three bifurcations” (seh darak), takes 6-7
days to clean, while the Dana Haji secondary canal takes 5 days. The Chahr Gul canal, on
the other hand, takes up to 60 days. The disparity in the time taken to clean these two canals is primarily due to the hydrological and structural problems of the Chahr Gul canal
which creates heavy siltation of the primary canal bed. The Aq Tepa canal, on the other
hand, is hydraulically more efficient and thus takes less time to clean.
Land owners also provide supplementary hashar kar during the summer (July-August) when
the sarband has to be raised and a dyke built in order to divert sufficient water from the
river into the canal mouth. Again, the amount of hashar kar labour varies each year but is
always proportional to the spring hashar kar and determined on the same basis — that is
according to mardikar. In Dana Haji, in the summer of 2006, a land owner who had a
mardikar of 10 pau stated he expected to work one month out of the two months of hashar
kar needed to maintain the sarband. His duties included not just manual work on the sarband but guard duty to prevent any neighbouring canal communities with contiguous in
takes from stealing their water.
In addition to hashar kar, the land owners also pay for any materials or equipment required for hashar kar. This includes the hire of earth-moving equipment such as a bulldozer, though this very expensive and communities generally avoid it unless there is a serious breach or blockage. Again, payment is proportional to each land owner’s mardikar. In
Dana Haji the kok bashi cash fee for the summer sarband work in 2006 was imposed at the
rate of 4 afs ($0.08) per pau and was used to pay for the purchase of sand bags, reeds,
poles and other materials to build and maintain the dyke as well as the costs of maintaining a guard on the sarband.
In an emergency, such as a breach of the dyke or canal bank, the water master may double
the mardikar. The kok bashi of Dana Haji last doubled time the mardikar was some 4 years
ago during the peak of the drought. Then river levels were so low that the Aq Tepa communities were forced to extend the sarband much further upstream to obtain even a minimal head of water in the primary canal.
Hashar kar is seen as an onerous but essential undertaking. Extended hashar kar impositions, required during drought or flooding, decrease profit margins, particularly for small
land owners. Large land owners are generally wealthy enough to hire additional labour or
spare sharecroppers for hashar kar, but individuals who own only one or two jeribs of land
usually perform hashar kar themselves. This means that during hashar kar their land and
fields are neglected with many of the essential tasks delegated to the young, school aged
children of the extended family.
In Dana Haji and in other areas of the lower Kunduz River basin, the kok bashi is paid both
in kind and cash. These payments are not confined to a single, annual payment but also
include cash payments for every nobat (Table 5). In addition, there are a number of other
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payments which are required during the year. Compared to locations such as Tunian,
where there is a single, annual, fee of 80 man (320 kilograms) of wheat per juftgaw, the
fees for the services of water masters in Dana Haji are very high.
Table 5: Indicative payments (cash and kind) to water masters of the Dana Haji and Aq Tepa
canals for a land owner with 32 pau (2 mardikar) of land with water rights of 8 hours every 66.5 days
Recipient
kok bashi

Description

Payment

single annual cash payment

40,000 afs ($800)

single annual wheat payment

4 ser (28 kgs) wheat40

single annual wheat payment

4 ser (28 kgs) wheat

secondary canal cleaning, summer

5 days @ 150 afs per day = 750
afs ($15)

cash fee per nobat 20 afs ($0.40) per
hour

160 afs ($3.20)

annual charge for repair of head works
(sarband) (2006, variable)

128 afs ($2.56)

single annual cash payment

200 afs ($4)

primary and secondary canal cleaning
in Hut (Feb/March)

13 days @ 150 afs per day =
1,950 afs ($39)

head works repair (summer)

30 days @ 150 afs per day =
4,500 afs ($90)

additional works as result of drought,
flooding or other contingency or emergency

at standard hashar kar rate but
which could be doubled according to the contingency; additional cash payments may be
demanded if repair materials are
required

deputy kok bashi

kok bashi or deputy
mirab of Aq Tepa primary canal

hashar kar

Per mardikar, (16 pau of land) each land owner in Dana Haji is required to contribute the
following:
• 4 ser (Kabul), or 28 kilograms wheat annually.
• 20,000 afs ($400) annually.
• 20 afs per hour per nobat.
• Spring hashar kar on the Aq Tepa canal @ 1 man per day.
• Summer hashar kar on headworks according to same mardikar rate as in the spring
• Payment for repair materials to kok bashi or mirab at 64 afs per day.
• 100 afs ($2) annually to the mirab of the Aq Tepa canal.
As Table 5 shows, a land owner with a medium-sized estate can expect to pay in excess of
US$1,000 per annum (50,000 afs), in cash and kind, for the services of the water masters.
40

Others said 3 ser, or 21 kilograms. The figure is that given by the kok bashi
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Payments and hashar kar requirements at the Dana Haji level if required of the land owners of Tunian, would make the profitability of any agricultural very marginal. However,
such payments are possible in Dana Haji by virtue of the fact that this community intensively double crops its land and has sufficient water to plant most of its land with summer
crops, in particular rice.
As far as the Qala-i Zal district is concerned, it seems that water masters’ fees and tariffs
are not rigidly fixed by tradition or customary law to the degree that they are in Tunian. It
appears that stakeholders, provided they can obtain consensus, modify the terms of service for water masters according to cropping patterns, yield, income expectations and
other contingencies such as war, seasonal requirements or climate conditions.
Land owners in Afghan Mazar, Chahr Gul and Yang Aruq have significantly altered the payment and fees regime in response to changing circumstances. Up until February 2005, land
owners in these three communities paid the mirab of the Chahr Gul canal a total annual
fee of 80,000 afs ($1,600) in cash and 40,000 afs ($800) each to the two kok bashis. These
cash payments were implemented during the years of exile and civil war when many of the
men were living abroad and were fighting with the mujahidin. In such circumstances much
of the land lay idle or was cropped by proxies appointed by the land owner and there was
much uncertainty as to whether the crops would make it to maturity. During this time,
cash payments made more sense than payments against yield, which were probably minimal.
In 2005, however, following a significant return of male community members and the recommencement of farming, land owners decided that the cash payments were too high for
the level of anticipated yield. At the annual stakeholder meeting, it was agreed by consensus that they would revert to a single, annual payment in wheat. The rate for the three
communities was set at 300 Kabuli ser (2,100 kilograms) to the mirab with the kok bashi to
be paid at the rate of 8 ser (56 kilograms) of wheat per mardikar. No government official
was present at this meeting, nor was government action required to confirm this change in
payment method. Having agreed these changes, the stakeholders faced the issue of finding
a mirab and kok bashis who would be willing to serve under the new terms, since the new
terms of engagement substantially reduced the water masters’ incomes. There appears to
have been some problem finding any individual willing to accept the position, though there
was at least one person prepared to stand on condition he was paid in cash. This demand
was rejected by the stakeholders. Eventually another person put himself forward to serve
as the mirab under the new terms, and was duly appointed.
In the Hari Rod in general and the Atishan canal in particular, the system of a single, annual payment-in-kind is fixed by customary law dating back many centuries. No changes to
the system appear to have been made despite recent changes in cropping patterns. The
annual payment consists of an agreed weight of wheat per juftgaw. Even though many
communities on the Hari Rod are now able to grow summer, cash crops, and despite the
fact that wakils and mirabs continue to supervise and police the irrigation system throughout the summer, the water masters still receive no percentage from the yield of second
crops. The result is that many water masters on the Hari Rod, particularly the mirabs, earn
very little in return for what is a very demanding post.

Summary of findings
• Though water masters are appointed on all three canals in the research sites,
their roles and responsibilities differ. In two out of the three locations (Tunian,
Afghan Mazar) their role is primarily to handle issues on the primary canals. Shora
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heads or community arbabs are often more influential in terms of on-farm water
allocation.
• At farm level, irrigation is organised between neighbouring land owners and not
water masters or community heads, though the allocation is performed according
to community-agreed hourages.
• Communities show high levels of adaptability and social organisation. Communities
demonstrate sufficient incentive to organise the yearly labour tithe (hashar kar)
and to undertake community-financed engineering including the re-digging of sections of canal to improve hydraulic efficiency (Chahr Gul).
• Informal loans and water sharing agreements exist, or are acceptable, in all three
study areas. Cases of water stealing and water sales are rare but not unknown.
• In two of the three research sites (Tunian, Afghan Mazar) there have been cases of
water masters taking bribes or selling water illegally.
• Disputes over water rights are seen to be the domain of the community and rarely
referred to government, of which there is a considerable distrust. Peer and community pressure usually ensure that any community-arbitration is upheld.
• There is a high level of accountability by the water masters to the community and
stakeholders since they receive an income from the stakeholders rather than government.
• Payment regimes for water masters vary considerably and can be in cash as well
as in kind. In Herat they are fixed according to ancient precedent and remain unchanged regardless of changes in cropping pattern. In the Kunduz research site,
they are changeable by the community according to pragmatic decisions on the
costs to land owners.
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7. Vulnerability
7.1

Minor land owners and sharecroppers

This study concentrates on community-level management of irrigation waters, the stakeholders of which are predominantly land owners with water rights on the canal network
which serves their land. Decision-making processes in respect of the appointment of water
masters, changes to community payments and labour are determined by the landed classes
who are the primary stakeholders in this process. By virtue of their land ownership, these
individuals represent a particular sectional interest and may be deemed to be the more
wealthy members of the community. However, this may not necessarily be the case.
Firstly, most land owners only own small holdings often of less than a hectare (5 jeribs). Of
the three research sites, we found only one example of a land owner with a very large estate. This was in Khalisa, adjacent to Tunian, where one individual owned some 19 juftgaw, or 2,280 jeribs (456 h) of land.
Afghan farms are cultivated and irrigated using archaic and chronically inefficient farming
techniques. This means that yields from land are poor and hence the land, even when
cropped, is under-utilised. Finally, as in the case in Afghan Mazar and even more so in Tunian, it is not possible to irrigate all the land in any one season. Indeed, in the case of Tunian, it is not possible to grow any summer crops at all due to the chronic lack of water
delivery down the Atishan canal.
Hence small-holding land owners can hardly be regarded as representatives of a wealthy
feudal aristocracy, or even as a middle class elite. Very often, land owners are subsubsistence farmers. Despite owning land, such an individual is likely to be poor and be
forced to supplement his meagre income from the land by sharecropping on someone
else’s land or engaging in other manual labour.
On the other hand, nor is it correct to assume that just because an individual is landless he
is poorer than someone who owns a few acres of irrigated agricultural land. A number of
landless individuals, who in a previous generation would have been sharecroppers, earn
much better wages than labourers or farmers by working in Iran, Pakistan or as construction labourers in one or other of Afghanistan’s booming cities. Other landless individuals
have employment with NGOs and earn high, hard currency salaries which yield far more in
real terms than any output from small farm plots. Indeed, some have preferred to sell
what land they have as they can make a far better living from the rental or hire of vehicles, shop keeping or regional trade.
The landless per se are also not completely disenfranchised from the decision-making processes of community water management. Many land owners are absentee landlords who use
sharecroppers and casual or short term contract labourers.41 In all three study areas, and
indeed in other locations in Afghanistan, sharecroppers who work as nisba kar, or 50/50,
are entitled to attend irrigation stakeholders’ meetings. They have rights to “vote” for the
annual appointment of water masters and participate actively in the decision-making processes, including seasonal changes to the nobat or saat.
Vulnerability in terms of water delivery is conditioned by individual land owner’s location
on the canal. As a general rule, communities whose land lies at the head of a primary ca41

In Afghan Mazar, one land owner pays one particular individual an annual fee of 19,000 afs ($360) to do all
the mardikar impositions. This individual also acts as the land owner’s representative at stakeholder meetings.
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nal are better positioned to receive more of their summer water allocation than those at
the tail. In effect they get first use of what resources are available. However, as we have
seen, water masters seek to address such problems by the seasonal reductions in nobats
and saat along the whole length of the canals. Even so, communities at the canal head are
always in a stronger bargaining position when it comes to allocation, since they are able to
block the canal and are better placed to illegally divert the water that is available. As far
as the Atishan canal was concerned, in the summer of 2006 it appeared that all communities, from the head to the tail, faced equal difficulties. This was due primarily to the fact
that the Atishan waters were dependent solely on the release of water from the Marwa canal.
In terms of vulnerability, sharecroppers contracted at below nisba kar (50/50) are clearly
amongst the most vulnerable in any community. A seh yak (1/3) sharecropper interviewed
in Afghan Mazar once owned 4 jeribs of land beside the Kunduz River, but over the years
all his land was washed away and he became landless. This individual does not own oxen or
a plough and lacks sufficient resources and income to hire them or and cannot afford seeds
and other cash inputs required to move up to nisba kar. As a seh yak sharecropper, he is
not entitled to attend the irrigation stakeholders’ meetings and has no say in the appointment of the water masters. It is hardly surprising that this family, and others like it, has
seen a dramatic decline in its economic position. Through no fault of their own, they have
fallen to the bottom rung of the economic ladder and see no prospect of being able to
climb it again.

7.2

Women

Women constitute another vulnerable community in the whole social water management
system. In all three research sites even women who own land have no say in the utilisation
of water resources. Women are not permitted to attend stakeholder meetings, cannot vote
for a particular water master, and are not represented on the community shora. Women
utilise a considerable amount of water both from the river and the irrigation canals, for
domestic use, including washing and ablutions. In Tunian the woman also use river and canal water to wash the crops (wheat and mung beans) and raw wool. Only one or two
women used the water for drinking; there seems to be a basic understanding that irrigation
water is not healthy for consumption and well water is preferred. Due to the problems of
urban pollution washed down the canal, the elders of Dana Haji had discouraged the use of
the canal water for drinking and tea-making.
In Tunian the AREU female research assistant interviewed a total of 51 women from all
four mahallas, of which less than 20 percent owned agricultural land (see Table 6). None
of these appear to be widows. As far as Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar are concerned, no
women own any land at all. With the exception of one woman, who owned 3 jeribs of land,
all the land holdings of women in Tunian were of one jerib or less in area. All the women
who owned land had obtained it as part of their bridal gift (mahr) at the time of their marriage and not as a result of inheritance. The implication is that until their marriage, none
of these women owned any land in their own right.
Under the Islamic law of marriage, mahr is an obligatory gift, given to the wife-to-be by
her future husband at the time of their marriage. The mahr is seen as a form of compensation for her and its exchange is legally required before any relationship can be legally re-
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ferred to as marriage.42 Once married, the mahr gift passes into the legal possession of the
wife (Quran IV, 19, 25, 34; v.5; lx. 10) and she can use it, and dispose of it, as she wishes.
Mahr remains the property of the wife even if the marriage is dissolved as a result of divorce or death.
It is evident that this legal right under Sharia law is honoured in the breach in Tunian and
doubtless elsewhere in Afghanistan. Of the 8 to 9 women land owners in Tunian, only two
were able exercise their full Sharia right over mahr land. The majority of women stated
that their mahr land had been annexed without consent and farmed by close relatives, often a brother, who also denied them any share in the yield.

Table 6: Women, land ownership and irrigation
Composition of groups with land ownership

Irrigation activities (outside the compound)

community or number ethnic
mahalla
of
composition
women

number jeribowning age
land

irrigates receives waters
land
yield
orchards

Tunian (NSP
tailoring
group)

18

Pashtun

3

0.5-1.00 no

1
woman
of 3

some

yes

Tunian: Masjid-i Jumma

12

Pashtun
(Nurzai,
Ghilzai, Barakzai,
Mashwani)

4-5

under 1

no

no

no

yes

fill
cisterns

Tunian: Miyan 11
Deh

Tajik (Tarin); 1
Pashtun
(Nurzai,
Ghilzai)

3

no

50 percent of
yield

yes

yes

Tunian: Qala- 10
i Kohna

Tarin; Pashtun (Ghilzai)

1

under 1

no

no

no

yes

Dana Haji

Turkman

0

-

-

-

-

-

Pashtun (Yusufzai)

0

-

-

-

-

-

not
given

Afghan Mazar not
given

Some women were denied mahr rights by their own husbands, who had gifted the land to
them in the first place. One woman failed to obtain written permission from her husband
at the time of her marriage allowing her to cultivate her mahr land and after their wedding he forbade her to cultivate it. Another woman, who was married to this woman’s
brother-in-law, heard about this problem and informed her husband that it was her intention to cultivate her mahr land. She obtained her husband’s consent on condition she employed a sharecropper to farm the land. Another husband had pawned (girau) his wife’s
mahr land in exchange for two sheep without his wife’s consent. One woman, who owned 3
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jeribs of mahr land in Miyan Deh of Tunian, managed to retain control over it and was currently operating a nisba kar (50/50) sharecropping agreement with her brother on this
land.
Women in Tunian own land and are stakeholders in irrigation. They undertake a number of
irrigation-related tasks, including watering compound gardens and fruit trees in the walled
orchards and filling the compound water cisterns (haus). Pardah, or concealment of
women, varies not only between the three study sites but between mahallas and clans
from the same ethnic group in Tunian (Table 6). None of the women of the four mahallas
of Tunian are allowed to work in the open fields. In Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar women do
open and close irrigation bands, a task which requires them to be in the open fields. It may
be, however, that women in these settlements perform this task only during the night to
avoid being seen. In one location there was a case of a woman who dressed up as a man in
order to help with irrigating the fields during a particular crisis.
Pardah traditions in Tunian vary when it comes to restrictions on women working in the
walled orchards. As far as the women of Qala-i Kohna (Tarin Farsiwans and Ghilzai Pashtuns) are concerned, they stated categorically it was not their tradition for women to work
in the orchards, nor are they permitted to pick the fruit from the trees. The Pashtun
women of Miyan Deh stated that they were allowed to pick the fruit but are not permitted
to irrigate the orchards. The women of Masjid-i Jumma assist both with fruit picking and
irrigating fruit trees in the walled orchards.
While women do own land in Tunian, for all but one or two, the land is worthless as in reality they have little or no power or control over it. Even if they do exercise some rights it
is only with the consent of their husbands, who can withdraw it arbitrarily at any time.
Women thus are denied what small independent income they could acquire from the yields
of this land, which could allow them at least a measure of choice in terms of its disposal
and use. Women in Tunian reported that debts amongst women were a problem, particularly during the summer months.

Summary of findings
• Even if an individual owns a small area of irrigated land it is wrong to assume that
they are higher up the socio-economic ladder than a landless individual.
• Even though an individual is landless he is not necessarily at the bottom end of the
economic or social ladder as other livelihoods can produce a higher and more sustainable standard of living than subsistence farming.
• In the study sites, only married women own any land and this is always obtained
through marriage mahr rather than inheritance. Apart from a very small minority
of women, they are denied both their legal and moral right to the income of this
land, usually by their own male relatives or husbands.
• Women’s roles in irrigation and agriculture vary considerably from area to area
even though different communities claim to uphold the same rules and regulations
under the Sharia law.
• Women often finds means to circumvent pardah controls and are often prove capable negotiators with their husbands’ family.
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8. Interventions
8.1

Planned interventions by foreign donors in study areas

Neither Dana Haji nor Afghan Mazar have seen any significant interventions by foreign donors or their implementers in terms of irrigation. Changes to the course of the Chahr Gul
canal have all been the result of community initiatives. However, in Tunian and along the
Atishan canal, there are a number of international interventions either planned or in progress.43 A Planning and Technical Assistance Mission of the Asian Development Bank’s Western Basins Water Resource Management Programme was undertaken in the first half of
2005 but by August 2006 no contractors had been assigned to the project nor commenced
operations. Under the original PPTA there were no plans for any interventions on the Atishan canal, though work was considered on the adjacent Pashdan Wash to the west of Jinda
Khan.
In 2006, the Government of India resumed work on the Salma Dam, upstream of Chisht-i
Sharif. The dam, when completed, will produce 42 MW of electricity and is expected to
make significant changes in terms of the management of the waters of the lower Hari Rod
River through the controlled release of stored peak flow water. The actual impact of the
dam on the study areas on the Atishan canal at present cannot be accurately assessed, but
it is likely that the dam will make it possible to extend the peak flow period on the lower
river.
FAO’s Emergency Irrigation Rehabilitation Programme has recently undertaken a canalwide survey of the Atishan canal and have submitted a proposal to the World Bank under
their Large Projects (over $1 million) programme. The scheme, if funded, will cost around
$2 million and be primarily concerned with rehabilitation rather than social development,
though a capacity building element is contained within the proposal.

8.2

DACAAR and NSP in Tunian

Since 1992, DACAAR have carried out a series of interventions along the length of the Atishan canal including in Tunian. Interventions have included the construction of box structures, aqueducts and numerous wash-control measures. DACAAR has also recently widened
the Bahar Ab canal and linked it to the Zer-i Joy canal, a measure which appears to have
mitigated some of the problems of irrigation on land dependant on the seasonal flow
through the tail of the Zer-i Joy canal.
Over the last two years, DACAAR has been implementing a community-level access improvement and irrigation rehabilitation project under the National Solidarity Programme
(NSP). Phase One (2005) was primarily intended to improve access from the main settlement to the main road and within Tunian and its satellite settlements. As part of the project, DACAAR constructed nine culverts which served to improve both water flow in the
secondary canals as well as canal maintenance.
NSP Phase Two commenced in 2006 and was aimed at improving the flow and maintenance
of Tunian’s tertiary and on-farm canals through the construction of simple, iron slot gates.
A total of 75 such structures, of three standard sizes, are under construction. The gated
structures are simple, standardised and low cost. Each metal gate is secured to a concrete
pillar by a cable to prevent theft. The size of the gated structures as well as other issues
43
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related to the turns, are decided by the NSP shora in consultation with the leaders of the
local community.
In terms of effectiveness, community representatives, share croppers, small land owners
and women of all four mahallas express considerable satisfaction with the project. Not
only have the new structures improved the flow of water on farm but has significantly reduced the amount of time required in cleaning minor channels as well as reduced the
amount of blockage in channels. Finally, the work has simplified the opening of the bands.

8.3

Atishan Canal Water Users Association

In response to a request for assistance along the Atishan canal, DACAAR encouraged the
establishment of the Atishan Water Users’ Association, based in Tunian. DACAAR provided
some initial training in community management and representatives of DACAAR attend the
meetings, though the emphasis is for the Association to be self motivating.
The Atishan WUA models itself along standard Afghan management conventions, with the
creation of a four-person supervisory board consisting of a president (rais), deputy
(ma’win), secretary (munshi) and bookkeeper (khazanadar). In total the WUA consists of
twelve individuals, nominated by their traditional community shoras on the basis of one
member per community for communities with small juftgaw-age and two members for
communities with larger juftgaw-age.
The committee is expected to meet once a month, with a full Association membership
meeting every three months. Each meeting members pay 10 afs into the communal saving
fund which is designed primarily to assist with maintenance and repairs on the Atishan canal. To date the Association has saved more than 52,000 afs ($1,040).
When pressed to explain the WUA’s objective in saving this sum, and what interventions
were planned, the members interviewed were very vague. It appears that hardly any
money has been spent from the WUA funds to support repairs or maintenance to the Atishan canal, though the treasurer said that the funds had contributed to the hire of some
earth-moving equipment during the annual “spring cleaning”. When the issue of using the
savings to support interventions to address known problems on the Atishan canal, the response was “we are waiting for you.” DACAAR field and programme officers also reported
that the committee often petitioned them to fund specific interventions. It appears that
the present plan is for the WUA to wait until their funds reached 100,000 afs ($2,000) before considering any major expenditure.
The majority of the WUA savings are invested by the WUA committee with a village shopkeeper, who uses the additional capital to purchase basic foodstuffs from Herat which he
sells in Tunian. Profits are shared on a nisba kar (50/50) basis with the WUA. In the last 6
months of trading the WUA reported a net trading profit of 3,400 afs ($68). It appears that
under the terms of the loan the WUA principal is not at risk if the shop keeper makes a loss
or becomes insolvent. The WUA treasurer stated that in the future they hoped to open a
small shop selling veterinary medicines and pest control chemicals, even though there is
already a national Dutch-trained veterinary in the town already.
Overall, the WUA appears to be acting at present more as a trading and investment cooperative than a Water Users Association without a clear plan or strategy for the use of the
funds at their disposal for the benefit of water users on the Atishan canal. The Association
sees as one of its roles to petition for outside assistance when it comes to interventions on
the canal system. As such, while the savings may increase, there seems little benefit, ei-
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ther now or in the future, for other water users. Funds are limited, but in community
terms $1,000 is a substantial sum which, with proper management, could both make profit
and be used to support maintenance and cleaning on the canal network. It is therefore not
surprising that some members of the WUA have expressed dissatisfaction with the Association’s lack of support for works on the Atishan canal and have threatened to withdraw
their membership.
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9. National policy on Water Users’ Associations
It was not a primary focus of this study to examine in detail the Afghan government’s policy on River Basin Authorities (RBA), Water Users Associations (WUA) or the draft Water
Law. Time restrains also required that the focus of the research input was on establishing
an understanding of community-level water management, rather than critiquing or evaluating national policy. Nonetheless, a few observations on these issues are pertinent.44
Findings in all three study areas show that the debate about national policy on WUAs and
RBAs, as well as the plans for a new Water Law, has had no impact at the community level.
Communities continue to maintain their own water management systems, raise finances
and organise labour according to traditional and long-accepted norms based on customary
law. Enforcement is based on a symbiotic relationship between water-master and wateruser, with the real power lying with the “electoral college” of water user stakeholders.
Considerations regarding national law and policy are conspicuous by a complete lack of interest and profound ignorance of the issues which are currently being debated in Kabul.
As we have seen, communities regard water management within canal hydraulic boundaries as a matter for the communities themselves and not provincial or national government. As an elder in Dana Haji stated, water management on the Chahr Gul was a clan and
community (qaumi) matter, not a government (dawlati) matter. Government intervention
and input in all three study sites is marginal and in many instances, nonexistent.
Tunian is the only study location where international agencies are present in any significant form. There, DACAAR has established a good reputation for the high quality of their
interventions over a period of more than a decade. DACAAR is making a significant contribution to the improvement to wash protection and the hydraulics of the Atishan primary
canal as well as in the Tunian tertiary network. Furthermore, DACAAR has a strong emphasis on capacity building and social mobilisation.
DACAAR appears to be the first organisation in Afghanistan to form a WUA. The Atishan
WUA was established without reference to government policy, which at the time was anyway non-existent, and adopted a pragmatic, community-centred approach to the establishment of the WUA as well as its other social programmes. Ironically, DACAAR’s role in
policy discussions related to WUAs appears to be marginal, or marginalised, even though
this organisation has one of the longest track records of any international organisation in
the field of irrigation engineering, social research and community development.
Government involvement in social water management in the three study sites was found
only in the case of the dispute between the Panj Buluk and the Marwa canals on the Hari
Rod. Government intervention in this dispute appears to have been reactive, the result of
a petition made to the District and Provincial government by the Panj Buluk representative, and not as a proactive initiative by government at conflict resolution. In the case of
the Marwa-Panj Buluk dispute, the provincial government is divided, with some department heads supporting the Marwa group and other supporting the Panj Buluk. Even when
the governor of Herat decided in favour of the Panj Buluk, the provincial government was
still unable to enforce Marwa compliance with this decision and the dispute remains unresolved.
The mirabs in Qala-i Zal have minimal contact with the Provincial Department of Irrigation,
though they do meet with officials when their presence is requested. Usually, these discus44
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sions centre on possible projects which international donors may undertake, information
exchange with donor representatives and some discussion on proposed changes in the timings of annual mirab elections.
Legislation and policy on water issues continue to be hampered by disagreement between
major international donors and their technical consultants over the legal framework for
WUAs and the of role water masters in proposed WUAs. In Kunduz, the Kunduz River Basin
Project (KRBP) has begun to establish WUAs in areas where they have engineering projects.
KRBP WUAs seek to affirm and strengthen the mirab system whilst, at the same time, recognising their limitations in terms of representation and capacity. GAA, on the other hand,
appears to have adopted a more sceptical approach to the mirabs in the composition of
WUAs, and has tried to nominate other community representatives in their place. Communities, however, are reported to have voiced opposition to such impositions and GAA have
had to reassess their policy in this respect.
Drafts of the WUA charter and law are framed in highly technical, legal language, which
will be unintelligible to village communities. The proposed administrative framework of
WUAs also bears more relationship to a small western business venture than an association
of community stakeholders in a post-conflict, developing-country environment. Mirabs and
community leaders are rarely allowed to comment on such documentation, though it would
be a most interesting exercise to record the reaction of community level water users’ focus groups to the proposed WUA Charter, Water Law and River Basin Authority structures.
It unlikely that any legislation regarding WUAs or the Water Law will be possible to implement or be honoured by communities who traditionally resist, and often resent, government intervention in issues which they see as within their own sphere of influence. The
fact that there is a national policy, or even national law, is deemed irrelevant. In this respect, a bottom-up approach to WUAs, affirming and supporting traditional social management systems is probably the only policy which will stand the test of time. After all,
historically it is the communities that have managed, maintained and organised the irrigation systems in Afghanistan, not the government. Until a better management system can
be proposed, there is no justification for abandoning a framework which has survived for
generations, both in times of war and peace. Rather, the existing system should be affirmed and every effort should be made to build in additional capacity to the system.
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10. Conclusions
The three study areas have shown significant variety in the way water is managed at community level and in the manner communities respond to changing climatic, social and environmental conditions.
Dana Haji and Afghan Mazar are communities that are relatively new to irrigated agriculture yet have shown a high degree of adaptability to changing circumstances and conditions. Over a period of approximately one century the Yusufzai Pashtuns of Afghan Mazar
have transformed themselves from nomadic pastoralists to successful sedentary agriculturalist. As far as the Turkmans of the Kunduz River are concerned, they too have transformed themselves from a community of temporary, marginalised and impoverished foreign refugees, into strongly knit communities who are prospering from intensive, irrigated
agriculture.
In the process of these transformations, both Pashtun and Turkman communities have
shown themselves to be highly resilient and self sufficient. They have reclaimed uncultivated land, drained marshes, cut and re-cut canals, mobilised self-supporting and selfsustaining community water management systems and, as the situation has demanded,
adapted their methods of payment to the water masters. This transformation, by and
large, is a result of a consensus-based negotiation process rather than of a government decree, strategic plan or intervention, or of the imposition of or adherence to any particular
national law.
In the case of Dana Haji and Tunian, the research has shown that in addition to large primary canals, communities have sought to maximize irrigation by the cutting of small seasonal canals along the river banks. These canals are often temporary and may last only for
a few seasons (Dana Haji) before the river moves or other problems, such as washes (Tunian) make them ineffective. These supplementary sources of irrigation water are unregulated by mirabs and lie outside the kind of strict apportionment regimes found in the major canals such as the Aq Tepa, Chahr Gul and Atishan. Water is divided up by land owners
rather than water masters. These canals are purely opportunistic attempts by communities
to maximise what water resources are available from the river during peak flow periods.
The roles and responsibilities of water masters vary to some degree in all three study sites.
In Tunian the role of the water masters and his assistants is primarily, though not exclusively, to the primary canal. Responsibility for water allocation, conflict resolution and
changes in the irrigation interval, lie primarily with the arbab and community heads,
though the wakil’s opinion may be sought. In Dana Haji, on the other hand, the kok bashi’s
role is primarily to oversee the distribution and maintenance of water rights for a single
secondary canal and one community.
Community payments to water masters for services rendered also vary considerably. In Tunian, the traditional payment of a single tithe of wheat has remained unchanged for generations, and takes no account of changes in cropping patterns, particularly double cropping, or the current market value of wheat. Hence a payment which centuries ago was
deemed to be reasonable remuneration for services rendered, today has very little cash
value given the depressed price of wheat in the local bazaars.
At both research sites in Kunduz, the communities have changed and adapted a payment
regime according to need. In the case of Afghan Mazar, the payments have reverted to the
traditional in-kind single payments, which means a net gain for the irrigator but a significant loss of income for the new mirab and kok bashis. In Dana Haji, payments to the kok
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bashis are very high and made in both cash and kind and provide a substantial, and sustainable income to the water master.
Despite such differences in terms of payments and responsibilities, the principles which
underpin social water management are consistent throughout the country. It is a system
based on a strong sense of autonomy, which functions because it is founded on a principle
of community consensus rather than government authority. Since water masters are appointed by and from among stakeholders, the system also has a good level of accountability, something that does not obtain within governmental structures. Since communities are
the primary stakeholders in the social management system, they are able to bring strong
social pressure on individuals who breach the customary rules. They also retain the power
to dismiss any water master who is deemed ineffective or corrupt. Water masters are
themselves members of the same community and own land along the canal and as such are
also stakeholders in the irrigated water which they distribute.
The community-level water management also has its weaknesses. For example, there are
those who are disenfranchised from the system, such as some sharecroppers, women and
at least a proportion of the landless peasantry. Where there is gross injustice, however,
such individuals have methods of indirect representation of grievances through clan networks or at shora meetings.
Community priorities in terms of requests for external interventions from donors seem to
be determined by an overall wish to significantly reduce the amount of hashar kar that
land owners and their sharecroppers are required to perform each year. Given that the
major hashar kar requirement is for the maintenance and repair of the sarband, it is not
surprising that community leaders and water masters place work on the sarband high on
their list of priorities. However, as is shown by the NSP project in Tunian, numerous small
scale improvements in canal structures can significantly ameliorate flow and reduce to
some degree the burden of cleaning and maintenance for individual land owners.
The role of government in community-level water management in all three study areas is
conspicuous by its absence. Communities take pride in a system that runs autonomously
and is self-financing. Government arbitration is sought in extreme cases only, after all attempts by community leaders at reconciliation and compromise have failed. Individuals
who threaten to take the matter over the head of the community leaders or water master,
are put under considerable pressure to settle the issue internally.
In the case of the dispute between the Panj Buluk and the Marwa canal, where government
intervention has been sought, government has been shown to be significantly lacking in any
powers of enforcement of its own decisions and arbitrated settlements. This is not helped
by disunity within provincial government, with different factions taking different sides. At
present the marked inequalities in water allocation between the Panj Buluk and the Marwa
canals does little to encourage trust in government, wider social cohesion or civil society.
Rather it fuels old animosities dating from the civil war period and even before, as well as
creating serious economic hardship for the Panj Buluk canal communities. In the end, the
loser is also the government and the economy since many hectares of otherwise productive
land lie uncultivated.
In terms of the on-farm delivery of water during periods of scarcity, such as the summer
low-flow periods, there is a clear disparity between theoretical and actual delivery. This is
particularly the case for Tunian but also to a degree in Afghan Mazar. In both locations,
but more evidently in Tunian, pre-announced changes in on farm saat and nobat are based
at the best on informed guesswork, and often the expected amount of water fails to arrive
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on time or is lost due to evaporation and seepage long before the allocated minutes are
fulfilled. This is hardly surprising given that water masters have no accurate means to
measure water flow into or along the canal network and diversion structures are easily
washed away when the flow arrives. Inevitably, it is the tail-end communities who tend to
be hit the hardest when water is at its most scarce. Such findings have clear implications
for assistance programme managers and implementers, since merely adhering to the theoretical water rights is insufficient to ensure the parity and equity of distribution that the
system is intended to deliver.
Communities such as Tunian and Afghan Mazar, who suffer to varying degrees from shortages of irrigated water during the summer, make predictive choices based on perceived
snow falls and the volume of the spring rains. In many cases, the risk is deemed too great
and the land owners are unprepared to gamble with increased debt and even bankruptcy in
the event of summer-crop failure. Instead, it is simpler to leave all or at most of their land
fallow and seek work elsewhere in the surrounding cities or in Iran. In Tunian, where
hardly any field crops were growing in the summer of 2006, all but a handful of land owners had made the decision not to plant field crops but rather to use what water was available to keep fruit and nut trees alive and productive.
Despite the shortcomings in the system, the present community water management structure remains the backbone of irrigation management in Afghanistan and is the nearest
structure to a Water Users Association that can be found in the country. The case of the
Atishan WUA is indicative of the potential problems that can arise from the creation of
parallel, and potentially competing management structures within communities. The Atishan WUA, for example, does not actually function as a Water Users’ Association, but more
as an investment and profit-making trading venture. Such parallel structures always run
the risk of alienating or undermining existing community structures through the creation of
a rival and competing power structure. There is a strong case for working with, and
strengthening, the existing waster master structure and using it as the basis for a bottomup approach to the development of a more inclusive Water Users Association.
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Appendix 1: Maps of the Primary Research Sites

Kunduz Province:
Qala-i-Zal District

Dana Haji

Afghan Mazar

Wakil Jangal
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Kunduz: Qala-i Zal District
showing primary research sites
Afghan Mazar and Dana Hajji.
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Kunduz: Satellite image of
Dana Haji showing main
irrigation and physical features. (EU/GAA)

Kunduz: Satellite image of
Afghan Mazar showing
main irrigation and physical features. (EU/GAA)
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Herat Province:
Pashtun Zarghun District

Tunian

Ghorak

Gawashk

Pashtun Zarghun
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Herat: Lower Hari Rod river
showing Tunian and Atishan
Canal primary research sites.
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Herat: Pashtun Zarghun district showing primary research sites Tunian and the tail of the Atishan canal.
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